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THE PRESIDENT, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, ADMINISTRATION, 
AND STAFF CONGRATULATE YOU ON THIS VERY SPECIAL 
DAY . • TODAY'S COMMENCEMENT EXERCISE IS THE 
CULMINATION OF YOUR HARD WORK AND 
INTELLECTUAL EFFORT, WHICH SUCH SHOULD BE DULY 
NOTED AND PUBLICLY RECOGNIZED • MAY ALL YOUR 
DREAMS AND WISHES BRING FORTH A PROSPEROUS 
FUTURE. CONGRATULATIONS' 
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 
WELCOME TO THE 
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY OF 2004 
FOR 
CENTER FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES 
H. WAYNE HUIZENGA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION 
SCIENCES 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
OCEANOGRAPHIC CENTER 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE INSTITUTE 
OFFICE DEPOT CENTER 
SUNRISE, FLORIDA 
Saturday, the Nineteenth of June, Two Thousand Four 
Four O'clock in the Afternoon 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
MARSHAL 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DOCTORAL DEGREE 
CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTER'S DEGREE 





ORDER OF EXERCISE FOR CEREMONY 
Prelude 
* Processional 
Crown Imperial ....... ... .. .. ............. .... ... ................................... ....... .......... .......... .. ....... Walton 
Convening the Commencement .. .......... ............ .... .... ........... ..... .... ..... ..... ......... ..... ....... David Rush 
Member, Board of Trustees 
Opening Introductions .. .... ....... ....... ............. .... .... .... .... ...... ..... .......... ... ...... ...... .... Ronald J. Chenail 
Assistant to the President for Academic Affairs 
Presiding Officer ....... ... ... ...... .... ... .......... ....... ............... .. ........ .. .... ......... .... ........... .. Ray Ferrero, Jr. 
President 
* Star Spangled Banner ........... ...... ........ ..... .. ... ..... ..... ... ........ .............. ......... ...... ... .... ........ Key/Smith 
Opening Remarks .... ........ ..... ..... ..... .... .. ... ..... .. ........... ...... ... ........ ......... ... ...... ....... .. Ray Ferrero, Jr. 
* Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony. 
I 
-ORDER OF EXERCISE FOR THE CEREMONY 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
Doctor of Humane Letters .... ...... ... ...... .. ...... .................. ..... ... .. .......... .................... Ray Ferrero, Jr. 
Hooding Committee ................................................... ...... ........ .. .. .. .... Members, Board of Trustees 
Commencement Address ........... .......................... .................... ......... ..... ... Edward Sheridan, Ph.D. 
Senior Vice President and Provost Emeritus, University of Houston 
Presentation of Graduates ...................................... ........ ............. ...... ................... Ronald J. Chenail 
Center for Psychological Studies .... .. .... ......................................................... Ronald Levant 
Dean 
H. Wayne Huizenga School of 
Business and Entrepreneurship .. .. .... ........................ .. ........................ Randolph A. Pohlman 
Dean 
Graduate School of Computer and 
Information Sciences ...... ........ ........................... ... .. .. .......... .................. ....... Edward Lieblein 
Dean 
Graduate School of Humanities 
and Social Sciences .... .. .. ...... ....... ... .. .... .................................... ...... .......... ... Honggang Yang 
Dean 
Oceanographic Center .................. ............ ......... ... ....... ... .... ..... .................. Richard E. Dodge 
Dean 
Criminal Justice Institute .................................. .. .................................... . Frank A. De Piano 
Conferring of Degrees .. .................................. .. ...... .... .. .... ...................... .. ...... ........ Ray Ferrero, Jr. 
* Recessional 
Epic March ..... ....... ... ...... .. ... ..... .... ........ ... .. .... .............. .. ...... ...... ............... .................. Ireland 
* Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony. 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Center for Psychological Studies 
Presented by RONALD LEVANT, Ed.D. 
JOHN LEWIS, Ph.D. 
WILLIAM JOSEPH BURNS, Ph.D. 
Jill Meredith Berger. ....... ...... .... .. Coconut Creek, Florida Tanya S. Pospisil ..... .... ...... .......... ....... . Troutdale, Oregon 
Angelica M. Escalona ...... ........ ...... .... Beaver Creek, Ohio Jennifer M. Reed ... ... ............... .... New Orleans, Louisiana 
Larissa Feijo ...... ...................... Somerville, Massachusetts Ana M. Rodriguez .................... ......... ........ Miami, Florida 
Lorie A. Greene ...... ....................... .... ..... Sunrise, Florida Kari M. Schlessinger. ...... ......... .. Raleigh, North Carolina 
Henah Gupta .. ...... ....... .. ...... ............... Plantation, Florida Misti M. Sellers ... .................. Rural Hall, North Carolina 
Jason A. King ... .... .................................. Atlanta, Georgia Stacy Lynn Sanders Shaup ...... ... ... ..... Plantation, Florida 
Julie L. Marsh ........ ...... ... ... ... ...... ....... ...... . Miami, Florida Loreen R. Shrager ...... .. .... ........... ...... ........ Miami, Florida 
Jessica A. Martineau .......... ....... .... Coral Springs, Florida Wendy H. Starcher.. .......... ... lron Station, North Carolina 
April L. Mleko ........ ... ...... ... ...... Pembroke Pines, Florida Shervin Vakili ...... ..... .. .. .. ......... ... ...... ..... Toronto, Canada 
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY 
Center for Psychological Studies 
Presented by RONALD LEVANT, Ed.D. 
JOHN LEWIS, Ph.D. 
WILLIAM JOSEPH BURNS, Ph.D. 
Joshua S. Altschule ....... ...... .... ..... Stephentown, New York Justin A. D'Arienzo ... .. .... ............... . Ponte Vedra, Florida 
Nicolle Arbelaez ... ....... ..... ....... ...... Miami Beach, Florida Daniel P. Dearson ...... ..... .. ... North Miami Beach, Florida 
Tamara A. Astaphan ........... .. .. .... ...... Goodwill, Dominica Rosanna Dichiro .... ............ .... ........... Boca Raton, Florida 
Trent E. Baker. .................. ...... Hollywood Beach, Florida Romina Dragone .. ............ ......... ..... Miami Beach, Florida 
Ziva Bar-Chaim ................... .. . Somerville, Massachusetts Laurie S. Fairall-Rueter ... .... ........ ........ Parkland, Florida 
Susan M. Bedrin .... ............. .. .... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Rebeca A. Ferrer. .................................. .... Miami, Florida 
Elizabeth G. Benton .................. Pembroke Pines, Florida Robert A. Foster. ......... ... .... ....... ....... .. ..... Macon, Georgia 
Kristy Rini Breslaw ... .. .... .. ............ .... Boca Raton, Florida Virginia S. Frazier.. ..... ..... ... .... ........ .. . .Prospect, Kentucky 
Jennifer L. Butler ........ .... ... ....... .... ..... Kissimmee, Florida Leslie A. Garrard ... .... ...... ............ ... .. . Plantation, Florida 
Shannan McMillen Cason ..... .. North Lauderdale, Florida Benjamin T. Gliko ............. ... West Chester, Pennsylvania 
Christine E. Chiudina ............ West Chester, Pennsylvania Alanna D. Goldstein .......................... Gainesville, Florida 
Catherine M. Cico ............ ...... .... Bluffton, South Carolina Scott M. Hanley ........ .......... ... .......... Port Richey, Florida 
Rachel L. Clabaugh .. ...... .............. .. Hermitage, Tennessee Mary Elizabeth Hardy ...... .......... .. . Easton, Massachusetts 
Gwendy N. Cob un ... .. ..... .......... New Hope, Pennsylvania Jennifer L. Hertz .............. .... .. ...... ..... ...... Sunrise, Florida 
Joan L. Cook .. ......... .. ... ... .... .... ........ .... Portage, Michigan Carina S. L. Johansson ..... ...... .... ...... ... .. .. Chicago, Illinois 
I 
Mathieu V. Kamburian ..... .......... ... .. .Boca Raton. Florida Timothy S. Razza .. .. ...... .................. Miami Lakes. Florida 
Christopher J . Ketchman .... .. Wappingers Falls. New York Jennifer Reinehr. .................. .. ........... Gainesville. Florida 
Stacey A. Ketchman ............. Wappingers Falls. New York Steven E. Reisler. ............................... Columbia. Missouri 
Monica Lorraine King ............ .. ............. Sarasota. Florida Mercedes Sanchez Reyes .. .. .. .. .......... .. ...... Miami. Florida 
Leah S. Levenson .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .... .. .. .. .. .... Lakewood. Ohio Laura M. Riss .. ............................... Bloomington. Indiana 
Clara M. Lora-Ospina .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .Norwood. Massachusetts Nicole J. Rothman .............. .. .. .. ......... Rockville. Maryland 
Omar Lorenzo .......................... .. .... Miami Beach. Florida Lisa M. Sandler. .............. .. .... .. ...... Delray Beach, Florida 
Sean Patrick McDonald ................ .. .. .. .. Augusta. Georgia Timothy R. Scala ...... .. .............. .. ..... Cooper City, Florida 
Elizabeth D. Mesa ............................. Gainesville. Florida Samantha J. Scarnato .. .... .. .. .. .. .... ...... .. San Antonio, Texas 
Suzanne Mignone ............ ...... .... .. ............ Valrico. Florida Hayley Lynn Silverman .......... .. .... . Miami Beach, Florida 
Brent Patrick Mruz .. .................. .. ...... Plantation. Florida Martina Soltes ............ .. .... ........... Silver Spring, Maryland 
Margaret M. Mustelier ............ .. .. ........ .... .. Miami. Florida Margaret P. Stewart .. ................ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Brad A. Palermo .......................... .. .. New York. New York Patricia J. Sweeney ..................... .Los Angeles, California 
Katherine E. Palko ...... ...... .. .. .... Fort Lauderdale. Florida Anthony W . Tanona ...... .. .. .. .... . Rochester Hills, Michigan 
Thomas R. Peate .. .. ...... .. ...................... ...... Davie. Florida Lori B. Wagner ..................................... Albany. New York 
Aimee L. Perera-Duarte .. .......... ............... Miami. Florida Liza Sara Weiss .......... .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .... Boca Raton, Florida 
Melissa H. Prevo .... .. .... .. ........ .. .......... Hollywood. Florida Ellen A. Whelan ...... .. .. .... .... .... .. Pompano Beach, Florida 
Heather C. Proctor .......... .. ........ . Norwood. Massachusetts Irene Zucker. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . West Orange, New Jersey 
Elizabeth A. Pulliam .. .. .... ...... .... .. ... Little Rock. Arkansas Marc T. Zucker .. .. ...... ...... ......... West Orange, New Jersey 
DOCTOR OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
H. Wayne Huizenga School of 
Business and Entrepreneurship 
Presented by RANDOLPH A. POHLMAN, Ph.D. 
BARBARA R. DASTOOR, Ph.D 
Lexine V . Arthur. ...... ............ .. ........ Woodbridge, Virginia Blondell Tate .. .. .. .............. .. ............ .. Opa-Locka, Florida 
Frederick Lydell Hamilton .. ...... .. .. ... Enterprise, Alabama Gerald Venezia ........ .. .. ...... .. ...... ...... ....... Sunrise, Florida 
Franck A. Hyppolite ............................... Margate, Florida Marion B. Williams .. .. .... .. ...... ........ .. Petersburg, Virginia 
Elias Ngedle Konwufine .. ........ .. .... .. .. Lauderhill, Florida Shane R. Wilson .... .. .. .. .. .. ...... .... ........ Norman, Oklahoma 
Maisie E. Reid .. ...... .... .......... .. Lauderdale Lakes, Florida 
DOCTOR OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
H. Wayne Huizenga School of 
Business and Entrepreneurship 
Presented by RANDOLPH A. POHLMAN, Ph.D. 
BARBARA R. DASTOOR, Ph.D. 
Thomas L. Bradley ...................... Chula Vista, California Amal Jalane .. .. .. ................ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Boca Raton, Florida 
Benjamin J. Cross ...... .. ................ . Aiken, South Carolina Sheron Lawson .. ................ .. ...... Christ Church, Barbados 
Joseph A. Feigenbaum .... .. .. .... .. .. .... . Naiguata, Venezuela Walter C. Tribolet.. ............................... Chur, Switzerland 
DOCTOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
H. Wayne Huizenga School of 
Business and Entrepreneurship 
Presented by RANDOLPH A. POHLMAN, Ph.D. 
BARBARA R. DASTOOR, Ph.D. 
FINANCE 
Paul A. Wilcox .. .... .... ................ ...... ... ..... ... ..... .... .... ....... ... ......... ....... .... ..... .. ... .............. ... ... .. ... ..... ... .. .. Casselberry, Florida 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
Mike O. Oluokun ..... ..... .... .. .... .... .... ....... .... ....... ... ... ...... ... ......................... ...... ... ...... ... ... ........ .. Greensboro, North Carolina 
MANAGEMENT 
Leslie Ann Tworoger .......... ............... ..... .......... .. ... .. .... ....... .... ......... ........ ... .......... .. ..... ..... .... ..... ... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Edward K. Adadevoh .... ..... ..... ......... ...... Bronx, New York William A. Dewhurst ........ .. Nottingham, New Hampshire 
Jacob J. Akpan .......... ...... ... ... ... ...... ... Brooklyn, New York Alphonso Dinson ....... .. ...... ... ................. Orlando, Florida 
Sylvie Albert-Doucet ..... ... .... ... ... ........ ... Ontario, Canada Gow-Ming Dong ..... .... ........ ........ ....... Kaohsiung, Taiwan 
Michael A. Alexander, Sr. ..... ... ..... ....... Warren, Arkansas Larry V. Flegle ...... .... ...... ..... ..... ...... .. Woodstock, Georgia 
Ricardo H. Archbold ....... ... ....... .. .. Birmingham, Alabama James K. Frese ... ...... ... .... .. .... .... ... Warwick, Pennsylvania 
Bruce E. Barkus .... ..... .... ...... ... . Charlotte, North Carolina Patrick A. Gambrel ............ ........ Maple Grove, Minnesota 
James Michael Barry ............ .. ..... ... ... Lake Worth, Florida Alston A. Golding .... ... .... .. ... .. ........... .... Miramar, Florida 
Clifford Yugarrian Baugh ... ...... .. ...... Fontana, California Paul Golding .... .. ........ ... .... ... ... ............ .Kingston, Jamaica 
Joseph A. Belmonte ... ............. ....... . Ocean Ridge, Florida Theodore S. Gorczyca ...... ..... .. ..... .... . Edison, New Jersey 
Thasana Boonkwan ..... ........ ...... ..... .. . Jomthong, Thailand Adolfo J. Gorriaran ... ..... ...... .. Royal Palm Beach, Florida 
Scott E. Browne ..... ... ..... .... ... .... ... .. Santa Ana, California Martin Grossman ... ..... .... .... .. ..... ..... .... ... ... Miami, Florida 
William P. Burke ..... ....... .... ...... .. .. Reading, Pennsylvania Jeffrey S. Grover. .... ......... ....... .......... Culpepper, Virginia 
Leslie Wyatt Carter ............ .... .. .. Dripping Springs, Texas William G. Hale ......... ........ ...... .... .... Alexandria, Virginia 
Pao-Ling Chang ... ... ... ....... ... ... ....... ... . Kaohsuing, Taiwan Gordon R. Haley ..... ....... .. .... ... ... .. ... Shaker Heights, Ohio 
Jui-Chen Chen ....... ........... .. ......... .. Coral Springs, Florida George Harris ..... ...... .......... ... ... Lexington, Massachusetts 
Li-Yueh Chen ........ ... ..... ..... ..... ..... . Taichung City, Taiwan Thomas J. Healy ..... .. ... .. ..... ........... .. Cooper City, Florida 
Claudette A. Chin-Loy .. .......... .. Pembroke Pines, Florida Joseph Heinzman ...... ..... .... .. ... .... ...... ... .. Orlando, Florida 
Gulam K. Chinoy ........ .... ..... ... ..... ......... ... Lemont, Illinois Chin-Yueh Huang ..... ...... ..... ....... ... ..... ..... .. Davie, Florida 
Norapol Chinuntdej ...... ..... ..... ... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Kuo K. Huang ...... .... .. ..... ............ ... ... Boca Raton, Florida 
Ronald A. Cooperman ... ..... ..... ....... .... Wayne, New Jersey Richard S. Janis .... ..... .... ..... .. West Hartford, Connecticut 
Carole A. Creque ...... .......... ..... ..... ..... Plantation, Florida Robert L. Johnson .. ... ........ .... .......... .. .. . Chandler, Arizona 
Ana M. Cruz .... ........ .. .... .... ..... ... ... .. Miami Lakes, Florida Joseph W. Kennedy .......... .. .............. Gainesville, Florida 
Joseph F. Delaney, Jr. .. ..... ... ..... Plymouth, Massachusetts Muleka Kikwebati ........... .. ............ .. .... Hampton, Virginia 
I 
2 
John N. Laski .......... ...... ... ...... ............. Hewitt, New Jersey Verayos Ratanapornsiri ...... ..... .... . Sacramento, California 
Dong Young Lee ...... .... .... .............. ... .... ... .. Davie, Florida John G. Rees .. ..... ..... .......... ...... ........... San Antonio, Texas 
Paula F. Lindsay .... .... ...... ........ .... Emmitsburg, Maryland Jeff Ritter ... ................. .................. Delray Beach, Florida 
Mang-Ling Lo ...... ............ .......... .. Sacramento, California Robert P. Roney ........ ...... ........ Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Kristie J . Loescher ...... ........... ..... ....... . Georgetown, Texas Helen G. Rountree ......... .. ........ ...... .. .. Manassas, Virginia 
Jeffrey J. Loyka ...... ........ ..... ..... ..... ..... ... . Kingwood, Texas 
George E. Lucas .... ......... ............ ..... ......... Tampa, Florida 
Michael D. Samonino ... ....... ...... .......... .. Orlando, Florida 
Kuang-Hsun Shih ....................... .... .... ..... Sunrise, Florida 
Carlos M. Mallol... ......... ...... ..... ... ...... .. .. ... Miami, Florida Carl D. Shirley ........... ... ...... .... ......... Springfield, Virginia 
Jonathan G. McCosh .... ........... Raymond, New Hampshire William S. Spears ..... ........ .... .... ........ Wichita Falls, Texas 
Derrick Vincent Mckoy ...... ....... ..... ..... Kingston, Jamaica Melaura Hendrika Stein .. ..... .. ........... .... A ventura, Florida 
Philip D. Mosciski .... ....... ......... ... ... .Hobe Sound, Florida Debra Feingold Stern ............ ........ Coral Springs, Florida 
Johnny T. Nelson ............. ..... ... ...... ..... .. .. .. Garland, Texas Kimberly Shelette Stewart ........ .... ... ...... Atlanta, Georgia 
Lanie-Marie A. Oakley ............ Upper Waterloo, Jamaica Robert H. Sutton ......... ...... ............. Fayetteville, Arkansas 
Arthur G. Oster ........... ... ....... ..... Los Alamitos, California Kittiphat Suwannachin .... ... .. ....... ... . Chiangmai, Thailand 
Joseph T. Page ... ................ .. ............. ... ... Military, Europe Donald N. Sweet.. ....... ....... ...... .... .. ....... ..... .. .. York, Maine 
Sandra M. Palmer-Peart.. .................... .Kingston, Jamaica Thomas M . Tworoger ............. .. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Joo-seoung Park ..... ......... Chang won,Kyung-nam" Korea Cira H. Villazon .......................... ..... ...... Hialeah, Florida 
Theresa L. Parrott ........ ........... .. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Kevin T. Wayne ............ ................ .Lowell, Massachusetts 
Mark J. Pietka ....... ...... ......... ..... ... . Coral Springs, Florida Michel E. Whittenberg .. ... .... .............. ... Colleyville, Texas 
Herbert William Pollard .... ..... ..... ....... .... Toccoa, Georgia Horace Alexander Williams .. .... .. ......... Kingston, Jamaica 
Kella B. Price ......... .... ........... .... Newport, North Carolina Joseph A. Williams ............ .... .. ....... Indianapolis, Indiana 
Michael 1. Prior. .. ...... ..... ...... Westlake Village, California Sidney Wayne Yeomans .. .......... ...... Crystal Lake, Illinois 
Larry A. Rager ....... ....... ....... . Duncansville, Pennsylvania John H. Young ............... ...... ........ .... ... .. Decatur, Georgia 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences 
Presented by EDWARD LIEBLEIN, Ph.D. 
ERIC S. ACKERMAN, Ph.D. 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
John W . Cane ........... .. .. .. ...... ....... .......... ... Naples, Florida Randy Justice ......... .. .......... ......... .... ... . Pensacola, Florida 
Carl J. DePasquale ........ ...... ..... ... Staten Island, New York Gary J. Wane ........ ......... ... .. ... .. Hackettstown, New Jersey 
Jared S. Fuhs ... ... ... ... ... ....... ... ............ ... Omaha, Nebraska 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Shannon C. Boesch ... ..... ............ .. .... .. ...... .... Austin, Texas Megan S. Conklin .................. Burlington, North Carolina 
Donna L. Caccioppo .. ......... .......... ..... Plantation, Florida Barbara J. Hecker .. .. ..... ........ ... ....... Campbell, California 
Steven V. Case ....... ........... .. .......... ... Mankato, Minnesota Francisco J. Mitropoulos ........... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION 
Barbara M. Burckart .. .. ....... Hilton Head, South Carolina Pamela L. Rawls .. .. ...... .. .. ...... .... .... .. .... .. . Winder, Georgia 
Ellen J. Cramer ............ .. ........ .. .. .. .. .... .. .. Ithaca, New York Kathleen J. Roberts .................. .... Massapequa, New York 
Bonita L. Gacnik .... .. ........ .... .... .... . Yankton, South Dakota Everett A. Ryan .................. .. ...... Kingshill, Virgin Islands 
Edward R. Lovitt ... .. .... .... ... ..... .. .. .. .. ..... ..... Olathe, Kansas Ellen Renee Scalese ...... .. .......... .... ....... Parkland, Florida 
Nickolas D. Macchiarella .. .... .... .. .. .. Port Orange, Florida Edit E. Szanto .................. .. ................... Twin Falls, Idaho 
Patricia K. Morgenstern .... ........ .. ... Middleville, Michigan Maria P. Tora!.. ............ .. ...... ...... .... Carolina, Puerto Rico 
Lisa M. Olivieri .... .... .. .. ............ Norristown, Pennsylvania 
INFORMATION SCIENCE 
Edward K. Palmer .... .............. ... ..... .... .... ...... ...... ... .... .... ... ............... ........ ...... ..... ...... ........ ... ....... .. .. .... .... ... Chico, California 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Lisa Z. Bain .. .......... .. .. ...... .. ....... Smithfield, Rhode Island Karen D. Nard .. ........ .. .......... ..... Advance, North Carolina 
Ronald L. Booth ...... .... .... .... .. ................ Augusta, Georgia Chaelynne M. Pope ...... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . Washington, Michigan 
James D. Collins .... .... ...... .. .............. .... ... Joplin, Missouri Joseph D. Rarnsey ........ .. .......... .. .. .. ....... Detroit, Michigan 
Benedict H. Eu .... ........ .. .. .......... .... .. Loxahatchee, Florida James F. Ransome ........ .. .. .. ............ Englewood, Colorado 
Eileen F. Eudy .......... .... .. .... .... .......... .. Poquoson, Virginia Mitch Raton .............. .. .................. .. .... Quantico, Virginia 
Albert L. Fundaburk .... .... .. .. .... Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania Belarmina Richards ........ ..... Rowland Heights, California 
Stephen L. Huber ...... .... .. ...... .. .... .. .. .. . Longwood, Florida Michael C. Signor ................................ Avon, Connecticut 
Christina M. Laiacona ...... .. .. ...... Long Valley, New Jersey Utako B. Tanigawa ................ .. .... .. Burnsville, Minnesota 
Mohamed K. Mansour .. .......... .. .. .. ..... Wellington, Florida Eddie R. Wachter .......... .. .................. Woodstock, Georgia 
Michael McCarthy ........ .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. . Tolland, Connecticut Carol Woody ...... .. .. ........ ........ ..... Sewickley Pennsylvania 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences 
Conflict Analysis and Resolution 
Presented_bjl HONG GANG YANG, Ph.D. 
JUDITH McKA Y, Ph.D. 
Steven W. Leigh .. .... ........ .. .... .. .. .. .... .......... Davie, Florida Karen M. Scott .... .. .. .. .. .. ............ Stone Mountain, Georgia 
Thomas G. Matyok ...... .. ...... .......... .. . Brunswick, Georgia Orit Simhoni ...... .. .......... .. .. .. .............. Hollywood, Flqrida 
Barbara K. Pryor.. .. ........ .. .. ......... Pembroke Pine, Florida Barbara T. Strahl.. .. .. .............. ...... ....... Las Vegas, Nevada 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences 
Family Therapy 
Presented by HONGGANG YANG, Ph.D. 
CHRISTOPHER BURNETT, Psy.D. 
Philip Campbell ... ..... .... .... .. ......... .... .. .. . Nassau, Bahamas Rochelle Melotek ....... ....................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Jeremy D. Grunfeld .......... ... ........ Boynton Beach, Florida Marny B. Nedlin ........................... .. . New York, New York 
Jeffrey W. Kane .... .... .. .. ... .. .. .... ..... ...... .. ... Weston, Florida 
DOCTOR OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY 
Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences 
Family Therapy 
Presented by HONGGANG YANG, Ph.D. 
CHRISTOPHER BURNETT, Psy.D. 
Debbie M. Swayman .... .... ...... ................ ......... ........ ......... .... .. ... ..................... .... .... ....... ... ....... ... ....... Coral Springs, Florida 
EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST 
Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences 
Presented by EDWARD LIEBLEIN, Ph.D. 
ERIC S. ACKERMAN, Ph.D. 
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION 
Jnga Babekova .... ..... ... ... ..... .... ...... .... .. ....... Skokie, Illinois Edward A. Debes .............. ....... ...... ... . York, Pennsylvania 
Max R. Baumgartner.. .. ..... ... ....... ...... ... . Perrysburg, Ohio Nicholas A. DiTirro ...... .. .... ......... Willoughby Hills, Ohio 
Anita Bleffert-Schmidt... .. ... ......... ........ Goshen, New York Andrew C. Eisler. ...... ... ..... ...... ....... ........ ... Cocoa, Florida 
Keena K. Braxton .. ....... .. ... ......... .... ... ... Lithonia, Georgia Michael K. Estep ...... ... .. ........... .. ........ Durant, Oklahoma 
Stephanie A. Brown .. .. .... ....... .............. .. Atlanta, Georgia Lori A. Geist .. .. .... ............ .... ..... Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Wayne A. Brown ...... ... ...... ...... ............ Dublin, California Jeffrey A. Groom .... .. ... ...... ........ ....... ........ Miami, Florida 
Derek S. Buchanan .. ... ....... ................ Jamaica, New York Elaine M. Lawrence .......... ....... .. .. ... .. . Oneonta, New York 
Donna Cady .... ...... ..... ...... ................. ....... .. Davie, Florida Diane M. Lippe .... .... .. ...... .. .. ..... .... ........ . Margate, Florida 
Donna J. Darling .. ... .. .... .. .... ... ............ Columbus, Georgia Linda R. Longstaff ........... ..... .............. Anchorage, Alaska 
Crystal Daughtery .... .. ..... ....... ....... .... .. Waldorf, Maryland 
D . W' h' v aVid Day ...... .... . .. ... ... ..... ..... ....... ........... IC Ita, l\.ansas 
Luis G. Lopes .. .. ... ..... ........ ....... .. Lakeville, Massachusetts 
Stephanie Lynn McCullough ........ ... ... Arlington, Virginia 
Salameh M. Mrayyan .... ... ........ ... ...... .. .. Sarasota, Florida Ellen Renee Scalese ..... .... .... .... ... .. ... .... Parkland, Florida 
Deanna L. Murray ................ ....... ... Coventry, Connecticut Brian K. Sheppard ... .... ...... ... ... .... . Coral Springs, Florida 
Barbara B. Neequaye ......... .. .... Charlotte, North Carolina Anthony P. Slabicki ... ..... ... ... .... .... .... ... . Seven Hills, Ohio 
Brad Nixon ..... ... ..... ... ... ... ...... .. .... ....... Corona, California Gerald F. Smith ... ...... . Saipan, Northern Mariana Islands 
Katherine L. Nobles ........ ... .. ...... ..... .. ... . Stafford, Virginia Sandra J. Smith ... .. .. ...... ...... .... ..... .. ... .... ... .... Austin, Texas 
Antonio A. Pita ..... .............. .. ... ... ... ....... .... Miami, Florida Robert Todd Stephens ... .. ........ ... .... . .sharpsburg, Georgia 
Beth A. Pryor .... .... ..... ... ..... ...... Wethersfield, Connecticut Nevet Tenne ............... ....... .... ....... ... Centennial, Colorado 
George W. Rausch ... ... ..... ...... ..... ... ..... ... Orlando, Florida 
Karl W. Reimers ...... ..... .... ..... ..... ..... .... .. Margate, Florida 
Del Wakley .... .......... ... ...... .... ... ... .. Shorewood, Wisconsin 
Angela Wanamaker Payton ....... .... ... ...... Bowie, Maryland 
Cheryl R. Reindl-Johnson ...... .. ... .. ..... .. .. ... Lebanon, Ohio 
Karen Richards ... ... ...... ... .... ...... ........ Brooklyn, New York 
Ted L. Wattenberg ...... .. .. ............. Sacramento, California 
Rita Maria Watts ... .. ..... Lake Waccamaw, North Carolina 
Eileen V. Robinson ... ......... ... .... .. ...... Boca Raton, Florida Ann W. Wolf .... .. .... ..... ......... Banner Elk, North Carolina 
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CLINICAL PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY 
Margaret B. Alvarez ... .. ... ............ ... .... Pomona, New York Sally S. Horwatt ... ...... .... ..... ..... .. ............. Reston, Virginia 
JoAnne Baer.. ... ....... .. ............. ....... ... ... ... · Pearland, Texas Eloisa C. Montoya .. .. ...... ......... ........ ... .. ... . Miami, Florida 
William K. Baker .... .... ... ..... ......... ........ . Sarasota, Florida Belinda R. Novik ..... .. ... ... .... Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
Aaron A. Brodsky ... ..... .. .... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. Orlando, Florida Alice Randolph ..... ........... ......... .... ... ... ... . Lyndhurst, Ohio 
Rodolfo A. Buigas ... .......... ........ .. ... ... .. ... .. Miami, Florida Nina E. Tocci ............................ .. ... Thomasville, Alabama 
John Courtney ................ ...... ..... .. ..... . South Bend, Indiana Craig R. Vander Maas ........... .. .. Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Melody Dilk.. .. ............. ..... ....... .. ..... .. .. .. .. Fishers, Indiana Lenore E. Walker.. ..... ...... ..... .. .. ........ . Hollywood, Florida 
Robert M. DuWors .... ..... ...... .... .. ... Cotuit, Massachusetts Evan West.. .... ....... .. ....... .. .... Farmington Hills, Michigan 
Richard Elghammer ... .. .. ....... .... .... .. ....... Danville, Illinois 
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MENTAL H EALTH COUNSELING 
Julie D. Allard .................. .... .......... . .1acksonville, Florida Luis A. Arocho ................... ..... .... ...... .... Orlando, Florida 
Melissa Arenas .... ............ .. ...... ... .. ..... ....... . Miami, Florida Margot Aspen .......................... .... ...... Hollywood, Florida 
I 
Kentrell M. Avery ... ....... ........... ...... .1acksonville, Florida Kenneth Todd Kronheim ....... .............. .. Margate, Florida 
Arthur L. Bain .............. ........... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida Edyta M. Krzemien ...... ... ............ .. .... ... .. .... Davie, Florida 
Merland A. Baker ..... ..... .. ............... .1acksonville, Florida Kamu Laird ......... ... ... .. ... .... ..... ...... .. .......... Miami, Florida 
Susan N. Ball .. ....... ........... ......... ... Coral Springs, Florida Frances J. Lantz .... ....... ..... ... .... .. Treasure Island, Florida 
Heidi Irma Beck ...... ................ ... . Winter Garden, Florida Tammy B. Lawson ..... .. ..... ... ... Melbourne Beach, Florida 
Leta J. Bell ....... ... ........... .. ..... .... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Bertha V. Legra ....................... .......... ..... .. Miami, Florida 
Lina M. Bernal... .. ... .................. ..... Miami Beach, Florida Maria T. Leon ..... ... ... .... .......... ....... ... ........ Miami, Florida 
Steven Borrero ..... .... ... .. ... .. ... .... ... ... ....... .. .. Davie, Florida D'Andrea N. Lindsey ....... ...... Royal Palm Beach, Florida 
Mercedes Carballo ....... ..... ... .......... .. .... .. Hialeah, Florida Jessie D. Love ..... ... .... ... ........ .... ..... ........ Deltona, Florida 
Tara M. Castorri ................... .. .. ........ .... Sarasota, Florida Shari E. Marcus ........ ...... ............ Coconut Creek, Florida 
Patrick E. Chalmers ........... .. ... ...... ........ .. Sunrise, Florida Catherine L. Madec .. .. ........ ... ...... ...... ........ . Davie, Florida 
Cheryl Andrea Chung ............ .... ........ Lauderhill, Florida Rachel S. Markowitz .... ... ... .... ..... ..... ....... ... Davie, Florida 
Krisynda L. Cicos ..... ....... ..... .... Pembroke Pines, Florida Jessica Mazor ..... .... ......... ...... .. ...... ... .. Hollywood, Florida 
Jason Cohen .. .. .. ......... .... ......... ... .... ..... .. Aventura, Florida Lashayla M. Melton-Arnold ..... ..... ..... Plantation, Florida 
Lawrence Cohen ... ....... ............. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Gloria Mendez .. .................... ...... ....... Hollywood, Florida 
Sabrina Beth Cohen ....... ..... ... ......... Hoboken, New Jersey Ronit Merenfeld ......... ................. ... ... .... A ventura, Florida 
Mariely Colon ............. .. ....... ... West Palm Beach, Florida Marlene P. Minzey ... .... ...... .............. ..... Sarasota, Florida 
Sully A. Colon ......... ... ....... ... .. ..... ...... Wellington, Florida Monica L. Monahan .. ........ ..... .... ...... .... Parkland, Florida 
Jamny Coronado .......... ... ... .. ....... ......... .... . Miami, Florida Tamara A. Monell.. ...................... ............. Miami, Florida 
Karina G. Cuentro ... ... ..... ... ........... ........ ... .. Davie, Florida Celia S. Quintas Moreno .......................... Weston, Florida 
Jacquelyn Anita Davis .......... ... ........ ........ Tampa, Florida Keisha R. Nicholls-Baker .. ...... .... ...... ... Miramar, Florida 
Loretta T. Davis ..... ........................ .... ..... .. Miami, Florida Dean L. Nichols ........ .. ..... .... ... .. .... ....... .... Tampa, Florida 
Jacqueline M. Dawson ... .. .... ... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida Albertha Nixon ......... .... ........... ...... .... ... .... Miami, Florida 
Pamela A. De Lorme ..... .. ... ... .. .. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Kaydianne G. Nugent... .. .. .. .. .......... Palm Harbor, Florida 
Maria B. De Sanctis ..... ...... ..... ... ... Coral Springs, Florida Pamela Olsen .. ... ........ ... ... ... .... .. .. ............ ... Ocala, Florida 
Gina R. Devincentis .............. .. .... ... .. . Clearwater, Florida Luis Otero deSantiago .......... ........... ... ..... Sunrise, Florida 
Audrey M. Donegan-Gary .. ... . North Lauderdale, Florida Christie Marie Paulson ......... ...... Temple Terrace, Florida 
Raymonde Dormezil ........... ...... ......... Hollywood, Florida Ana-Maria Peana ........ ............. ......... . Plantation, Florida 
Vivina C. Elgueta ... ............... ... Hialeah Gardens, Florida LaTonya Marisa Penn .... ................ .... ....... Dania, Florida 
Vivian Espinoza ......... ...... ....... ..... .... ......... Miami, Florida Graciela Perez .............. .................... .. Wellington, Florida 
Melvyn Fields ......... ..... .......... ........... Boca Raton, Florida Laurey B. Perez ... .... ....... ..... ............. Gainesville, Florida 
Amanda P. Finch ..... .... .... ....... ........ Palm Harbor, Florida Marcela Polanco ........... ........... .......... Plantation, Florida 
Melba E. Finley ..... ...... ........... .... ........ Hollywood, Florida Edward C. Potts ...... .... .............. ... . Delray Beach, Florida 
Valerie B. Fishman ..... .. ........ ..... ........ Plantation, Florida Darnelle R. Pusateri .. ..... ....... .......... .. Boca Raton, Florida 
Rene D. Gamboa .... .......... ....... ..... .... .... ..... Miami, Florida Mary M. M. Rasor ........................ .... ......... Largo, Florida 
Debra M. Graves .... ................... ...... .......... . Yulee, Florida Constance M. Razzano ...... ............ ..... Hollywood, Florida 
Lisa S. Greenberger ........................ ... Hollywood, Florida Heather A. Robinson ..... ............. Tarpon Springs, Florida 
Shonda L. Hart.. ........ .................... .. .1acksonville, Florida William Rochat ....... ........ .. .. ........ ...... ........ . Davie, Florida 
Mahmoud S. Hassan ..... ........ ...... ; .. . Carrollwood, Florida Claudia S. Ruiz-Matamoros .. .................... Miami, Florida 
Karen Hochman ..... ...... ...................... Hollywood, Florida Alyson G. Salzedo ....... .... ............ ...... Plantation, Florida 
Madeline Hundy ...... ........ ....... .. Pembroke Pines, Florida Carolina Pereira dos Santos ....... ..... ... Hollywood, Florida 
Marcus L. Hurtado ...... ..... .... ......... .. .1acksonville, Florida Patrick Sassoon .. ........... .... ..... ............... A ventura, Florida 
Jacqueline S. James-Friedman ............ ...... Miami, Florida Kathleen B. Shea ......... .. ..... ... ...... ... .. ...... Lantana, Florida 
Tiffany Jerinsky ....... ..... .. ...... .... Deerfield Beach, Florida Alice A. Smith .......... .... ..... ... .... ...... Miami Lakes, Florida 
Jennifer Jones ... ........ ... .... ...... ... ... .......... Tamarac, Florida Josephine J. Tang ...... .... .... ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Brian S. Kalafatich ....... ..... ............ Oakland Park, Florida Tanya C. Terry ............ ... .. .... North Miami Beach, Florida 
Marvin C. Kidwell ... .... ...... ....... Pompano Beach, Florida Lauren N. Thomas ............... .......... .. ........ .. Stuart, Florida 
Tracy Lafay Inda Thomas ...... ... .... ... ...... Margate, Florida Michael J. Weisberg ... .... ... .. ..... ... ... . Cooper City, Florida 
Kristen A. Tolbert.. .. .... ....... ......... .... ... Rockledge, Florida Mildred O. White ...... ......... ... .... ... ...... ... . Deltona, Florida 
Jeannette Torres ... ... .... ...... ......... ...... ... ...... Miami, Florida Kelly A. Wisner ...... ... .... ...... .... ... ... ... . Plantation, Florida 
Ana M. Valderrama .................. Pembroke Pines, Florida John B. Wolf.. ....... ....... .... .. ..... ... .... ... .... . Orlando, Florida 
Jason F. Wagner. ... .... ......... .... ... Pembroke Pines, Florida Tara L. Wright .. .. ............................ .iacksonville, Florida 
Sabrina D. Warner ........ .............. ....... Bradenton, Florida Linda J. yancey ... ............ ... ..... ... .. .......... ... Largo, Florida 
Valerie L. Washington .. ......... ..... ... ...... .. Orlando, Florida 
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Paula A. Acosta .. .... ............ ... .. ....... ...... .. Hialeah, Florida Vivian D. Knighten .. ........ ..... ....... ... .... Plant City, Florida 
Lisa S. Albee ........ ..... ...... ..... ... .. ......... Plantation, Florida Konstantina Lakiotis ..... .... .... ... ... ... .. . Clearwater, Florida 
Ana Luisa Batista ....... .. .......... ..... ........... Hialeah, Florida Maudeline Marseille .. .......... ... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Nina L. Bellamy ........... ...... ... .... ... Wesley Chapel, Florida Adam L. Matthews .. .... ......... .......... ...... ... ... Davie, Florida 
Constance L. Booker. ....................... ...... Orlando, Florida Natalie N. McDonald ............... , ... ........ . Miramar, Florida 
Audrey S. Brown ........................ .. Coral Springs, Florida Resealia M. McKinney .................. ... ... .. Orlando, Florida 
Lillie W. Bryant.. .............. ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Gabriela Mekler .. ....... .......... .......... ....... .. .. Miami, Florida 
Debra W. Burgess .... ........ ....... ..... ... .. Fort Myers, Florida Bernice R. Neal-Hyatt .... .......... .. .. ... ... Bradenton, Florida 
Nina Cambridge ...... .... ....... ....... ....... .. Hollywood, Florida Leslie C. Powell.. ..... ...... ... .. ........ .. Riviera Beach, Florida 
Barbara A. Campbell .. .... .......... ..... .... Plantation, Florida Thomas E. Richardson ... ...... ... .Aberdeen, North Carolina 
Clara M. Cinti ....................................... ... Weston, Florida Denise A. Robles .. ............. .. .. ................... Miami, Florida 
Wendy S. Coker.. ... ..... ........ ... ....... ... Okeechobee, Florida Tonette R. Rogers ..... .. .... ......... .... ... .iacksonville, Florida 
Janice Y. Coleman ... .... ..... ... ... ........ .. Lake Worth, Florida Chandra C. Sallah .. ...... ....... ......... ... ... Carol City, Florida 
Allison J. Cotler ... .. .......... .... ....... .... ........ . Tampa, Florida Raquel A. Santiago .. .. ..... ............. ....... .... .. Miami, Florida 
Tambra A. Courtemanche .... ........... Loxahatchee, Florida Glennis N. Simmonds ...... ... ... ... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Sylvia C. Cuesta .. ..... ...... ....... ....... .... ........ . Miami, Florida Tanishia A. Simpson .. ... .. .. .. ........ ..... .. Kissimmee, Florida 
Dyron M. Curry .... ........ ... ....... ..... ........ ..... Miami, Florida Rossana Sisso ..... .. ............ ......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Ana J. Darias ................. .............. ........ ...... Miami, Florida Sarah Layne Spotts ... ..... ............ ... ..... . Riverview, Florida 
Nicole L. Davis ....... ...... ......... ... Pompano Beach, Florida Shantai M. Swain-Hicks ...... ..... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Yvette P. Davis-Lowe ... ......... ..... ..... .. ... Miramar, Florida Dawna L. Tapia ... .... ........................ ... ...... Tampa, Florida 
Natasha N. Deveaux ...... .... ................ ........ Miami, Florida Joseph L. Thomas ............. ................ .... Sarasota, Florida 
Ferncita Etienne .. ..... .... .. ............. .. ........ Tamarac, Florida Deborah M. Tilley ... ..... ................. . .iacksonville, Florida 
Dikeesha L. Govan ............ ....... ....... ..... .... Tampa, Florida Lisa O. Valdes ...... ...... .. .. ........ .......... ...... .. Miami, Florida 
Lisa A. Gross ......... ........ ....... ....... .... ... .. Tamarac, Florida Victoria J. Valentine .. ................. .. .... Lake Worth, Florida 
Sherri E. Harris ...... ........... ..... ... ..... .......... .... Lutz, Florida Flor Venazuela .. ... ..... ..... ............ .... Coral Gables, Florida 
Nicola Gaye Henry ........ .... ..... ....... ....... ... . Miami, Florida Nikol N. West .. ....... ... .. ....... .... ........ .. ....... . Miami, Florida 
Marcie Hunt.. .... ........ .... ......... ....... St. Petersburg, Florida Zulma Weste .. ..... .......... ......... ... .... .. ... Plantation, Florida 
Gina Inelus ..... ..... ....... .................... ........ Orlando, Florida Antonia L. Williams ... ..... ............ ...... Hallandale, Florida 
Analida Irizarry ....... .... ........... ....... ............ Miami, Florida Khalilah D. Williams .. .... ..... .... ... ... .......... Dallas, Georgia 
Kimberly C. Jackson ....... .... ..... ..... ..... Lauderhill, Florida Resealia Wise .... .... .......... ............. .......... Orlando, Florida 
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HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
Thomasina Adderley ........ .... .... ..... ....... . Nassau, Bahamas Anne-Frances Evans ........ .... .... .... ............. Miami, Florida 
Carleythia Anderson .. .... .................. . Memphis, Tennessee Audrus Ferguson .... ............ .. ............ .. ... Nassau, Bahamas 
David N. Babcock .... .. ...... .. ....... Pembroke Pines, Florida Ellegra Fernandez ........ .. .. .. ................ . Lake Park, Florida 
Ingrid L. Bain ............ .. .... .. .. .... .. ............ Nassau, Bahamas Angella Fraser .. .................. .. ..... .. .. .... .. . Kingston, Jamaica 
Cara Behling .... .. .. .. ................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Marcia M. Golding ............ .. ................ Kingston, Jamaica 
Antoinette E. Blakeman .... .. ........ .... .. . Hollywood, Florida Charmaine E. Gooden ...... .................. .. Kingston, Jamaica 
Dayna S. Blank .......................... ............ Margate, Florida Christina B. Gray ...................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Kimberly Boris .... .... .. ............ .. .......... Plantation, Florida Marcia Han ............ .... .. .. .. ...... .......... .. ........ Odessa, Texas 
Sheneque Brice ...................... .. .. ........... Nassau, Bahamas Derek Haynie .......... .. ...... .. .. .. ........... Lakeland, Tennessee 
Linda I. Broderick.. .......... .. .. .. .... .. . Plainville, Connecticut Michael Ramon Herring ...... .... .... .......... ...... A von, Indiana 
Mia Brooks .................................. .. .. ..... Nassau, Bahamas Betty Ann Higgs .. .... ............................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Christine Brown ............ .... .. ................. Kingston, Jamaica Jeanmarie Hofschuster .... .. ...... .. .... .... ...... Sunrise, Florida 
Maxine H. Burden .... .. .... ............... Riviera Beach, Florida Brigitt A Hoosang .............. ................ . Kingston, Jamaica 
Donna L. Burdge ....................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Mara L. Kiffin .......... .. ...... .. .... .. . Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Daisy Rodd Butcher ...... .. .. ........ ...... South Miami, Florida Alphanette King .......... .. .. .. .................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Dionne Linda Caldwell .......... .. .. .. .. ...... .... . Miami, Florida Shana Catrice Kirkland ........... North Lauderdale, Florida 
Shelly-May Cameron ............ .. .. .. .. ....... Kingston, Jamaica Delores J. Lemons ...... .. ..................... Huntsville, Alabama 
Sophia M. Campbell .. .. ................ ........ Kingston, Jamaica Floyd Lyons .... .. .. ...................... ........ Memphis, Tennessee 
Benita Cange .... ...................... .. .... .. .. ...... Margate, Florida Bevon Malcolm ........................ ..... Montego Bay, Jamaica 
Carlos Cata ........................ .... ................ Miramar, Florida Stuart Ethan Marcus .. .. ...... .... .. .. ........ .. .... . Weston, Florida 
Stephnie V. Chai .... .... .... .... .. ...... .... ...... Kingston, Jamaica Lillian Masis-Lorenzo .. .... .. ..... .. ................ Miami, Florida 
Edward E. Clayton .... ...... .......... ........ Memphis, Tennessee Hyacinth R. McKenzie ........ .............. ...... Sunrise, Florida 
Kayasa Cobb .... ...... .......................... . Opa-Locka, Florida Edward R. Mergenthal .................... ............ . Keller, Texas 
Sheryl A Coram-Priest .............. .. Coral Springs, Florida Susan Jane Milanese .. ...... .. ............... Boca Raton, Florida 
Grace Cowan ............. .. .............. ... .. .... .. Kingston, Jamaica LaCleveia E. Morley .. .... .... ................ ...... . Miami, Florida 
Jewell Carlyse Crute .. .......... .. .. .. .............. . Miami, Florida Antionette C. Moxey .... ...................... .. . Nassau, Bahamas 
Gina Davidson .... ........ .. .. ........ .. .... ...... Bartlett, Tennessee Liv T. Muller .... .. .... ................ .. ........ .. ..... Weston, Florida 
Edris Davis .......................... .. ........ ... ..... Nassau, Bahamas Nearesa A Myrie .......... .. .. .......... Westmoreland, Jamaica 
Antoinette Dean .. ........ .. .... ........ .. ... .... ... Nassau, Bahamas Jane AS. Naraine .... .. .. .......................... Miramar, Florida 
Joan E. Demeritte .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ............ .. Nassau, Bahamas Betty Pericles .. .. ............ .. .. ...... ............ .. .. .. Miami, Florida 
Angella Marie Dixon .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. ...... Miami, Florida Cheryl L. Perry ............ .. ................ .. . Memphis, Tennessee 
Marielle Donato-Ruiz .. .................... .. ........ Davie, Florida Mavis Pratt ............ ................ ... ............. Nassau, Bahamas 
Tien T. Do-Suarez ............ .. ... North Bay Village, Florida David Puente ............. .. ............... .. .... ...... ... Miami, Florida 
Monica A Dystant.. .......... .......... .... .... . Kingston, Jamaica Celestine A Reid .......... ................ ....... Kingston, Jamaica 
Melissa A Edwards ...... ...... .. . North Bay Village, Florida Linda J. Rolle ........ .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .... .. ...... .. Nassau, Bahamas 
Angel R. Egozcue .... .. .............. .. .. .. ..... Riverview, Florida Wendy A. Rolle-Clarke .... .............. .. .. .. . Nassau, Bahamas 
Markelda Ellis .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ......... .. .. .. ...... . Miramar, Florida Eliet de los Angeles Saenz ........ ...... .......... Miami, Florida 
Shoshanah E. Setzen ... .......... ... ..... Oakland Park, Florida Sophia L. Taylor ... .. .. ... .. .. ... ..... .... ...... .. Kingston, Jamaica 
Veronica M. Sherman .. .. ... .. .. ... .... .. St. Elizabeth, Jamaica Bobbie Jean Temple .... .... .............. ... Memphis, Tennessee 
Jennifer A. Sideregts .. ...... ...... .... .... Palm Springs, Florida Stephanie Renee Thomas .. .......... .. ........... Tampa, Florida 
Kevin G. Smith .. ........ ........ .... ............. Trelawny, Jamaica Joy M. Thompson ... ............... ... .. .. . St. Elizabeth, Jamaica 
Lois B. Smith ...... .. .... ..... .... .... ... .. ...... . Hollywood, Florida Maria Elena Toledo ...... ... .... .... ... .... . .Boca Raton, Florida 
Rhemila D. Smith .......... ... .. ... .... Pembroke Pines, Florida Beverly V. Tucker.. ................ . West Palm Beach, Florida 
Terrie P. Starling .. ... ..... ... ... ....... ..... .. . Memphis, Tennessee Jennifer L. Waters ....... ...... ..... ....... .. .... .... Sunrise, Florida 
Ayana Storr ..... ... ....... ...... ..... ... ... ........ .. . Nassau, Bahamas Kennie Wells ................. ......... ........... Hollywood, Florida 
Deborah Stubbs ...... ... ......... ... ............ ... . Nassau, Bahamas Sheryl A. White ............. .......... ......... ... . Nassau, Bahamas 
Rhonda Suddith ........ ..... ..... ...... .... ..... ..... ... Miami, Florida Stephen B. Wilke ........ ........ .. .. ... . Wilton Manors, Florida 
Lisa D. Sweeting .... .............. ......... ... .... .. ... Miami, Florida Alison T . Wong .. .. .... ...... .... .......... Oakland Park, Florida 
Sharon L. Sweeting .. ....... .......... ... ..... .... Nassau, Bahamas Sophia L. Wood ... .... .... .. ........ .......... ..... .... Miami, Florida 
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JACK PINKOWSKI, Ph.D. 
Kirk J. Berner ........ .... ......... ... .... .. ..... .... .. Sunrise, Florida Robert S. Harris .... ...................... ... .. Cooper City, Florida 
Michael R. Bilodeau ..... .. .... ..... .. .... .... ..... Sunrise, Florida Shari N. Jennings ...... .... .. ..... ....... ...... ... .... Jupiter, Florida 
Raymond Black ..... .......... ..... ... .. .. Coconut Creek, Florida Denna Laster ......... ....... .. .... .... ... ..... .... Plantation, Florida 
Michael L. Brown ..... ..... ... ..... ..... .. ... Cooper City, Florida Judith Marne ......... ..... .... ...... ..... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Carolyn D. Cervantti ... ........ ... ... Pembroke Pines, Florida Dorothy D. Myles .. ....... ...... .. ........ ... Tallahassee, Florida 
Alix E. Chalmers ... ... ... ..... ...... ... ... . Coral Springs, Florida Michelle R. Nickens ...... ...... .... .. ....... Tallahassee, Florida 
Lynn Davidson Chang ........ ...... ........ Tallahassee, Florida Christopher D. Phelps ........ ... .......... Port Orange, Florida 
Efrem Crenshaw ......... ..... ..... ... .. Pembroke Pines, Florida Issac Ross .... .. ...... ..... .... .... .... ... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Edward Curran ...... .... .......... ... ......... ... Lauderhill, Florida Maxo Sinal .. .. ......... ....... .. .. ... .... ..... ....... ..... Miami, Florida 
Ernest John DeIGrosso ..... .... ..... ... .... ... ....... Davie, Florida Cecilia E. Delta Smith ...... ... ........ ....... Plantation, Florida 
Patricia Dellacona .... ..... ..... ... ... ... .. .... ... .. Orlando, Florida Sonia Y. Taylor. ...... ......................... Tallahassee, Florida 
Brenda G. DiSorbo .... ..... ..... ...... .. .... ..... Tamarac, Florida Ashley Turner ............ .......... ..... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Cheryl Fields .... ..... ......... ... ..... .... ..... .. .. ... ... Miami, Florida Sherita L. White ..... ........ .......... ......... .... .... Miami, Florida 
Dale D. Gainey .. ..... ......... ...... ... Pembroke Pines, Florida Mark 1. Wilson .... ........ .... ........ .... ....... .. ..... Dania, Florida 
Erin A. Greco ....... .... ....... .. .... ..... .... ... .... .. Hudson, Florida Kristi A. Wong ...... .... ........ ....... .......... Hollywood, Florida 
Constance Harris .... ... ....... ....... ... .... .. Tallahassee, Florida Ronald J. WosteI.. .. ........ ........ ... ....... Tallahassee, Florida 
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ACCOUNTING 
Sheelagh P. Albino-Gonzalez .... ..... ..... . A ventura, Florida Deborah L. Lex-Lumley ............ ............. .... Davie, Florida 
Tracy L. Ansorge ................. ... ... ........ . Holly Hill, Florida Richard Marcus Marshall ......... . Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Marilyn Burden .... ......... ......... ... ..... .. .... Harrison, Georgia Sergio A. Martinez ....... .... ....... .... ...... Greenacres, Florida 
Eileen R. Byrd .. ... ... ....... .... .. ....... .. ....... ... Benbrook, Texas Steven P. Mazur.. ................. .. .... ........ Hollywood, Florida 
Cindy J. Chin-Sause .......... ....... . Pembroke Pines, Florida Nicole Lashawn Moore .... ............ .... . Louisville, Kentucky 
Shawn E. Churchill .... .... ............. Boynton Beach, Florida Larry T. Parker, Jr. ............. ........... .. .Jacksonville, Florida 
Ana M. Correa ...... ....... .......... .... ...... ....... Sunrise, Florida Garrett L. Pettingell .. .... .... ...... .. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Denise M. Cote ......... .... ....... ..... ...... ...... .. Lewiston, Maine Meena J . Ranchod .................... ..... .. Durban, South Africa 
Garfield A. Dacas .................. ... Pembroke Pines, Florida Anik S. Roman ........... ........ ..................... .. Miami, Florida 
Katherine V . Fernandez ........... .. .... Palmetto Bay, Florida Elisha A. Rust ...... ..... ...... .... .... ........ ...... Miramar, Florida 
Scott Herron .. ........ ..... ................. .. Delray Beach, Florida Michael B. Scarlett ....... ............ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Su Jin Hwang .. ........... ............. .. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Robert J . Schenberger ... ... ..... ... ........... .... Topsham, Maine 
Jason R. Itak.. ...... ................. ... West Palm Beach, Florida Hal S. Skolnick .... ...... ................. Coconut Creek, Florida 
Rany A. John .... ..... .... ........... ...... ...... Cooper City, Florida Kyle L. Strader. .. ... ... ........ .... ........... ... Plantation, Florida 
Desmond C. Knowles ... .... ...... ....... .......... Weston, Florida Penelope A. Thompson ................ ... ...... Miramar, Florida 
Yee Tak Cynthia Lam ....... ...... .. Pembroke Pines, Florida Wen Y. Yang ........ ....................... .... .. Plantation, Florida 
TAXATION 
Omar Aguilar .... .. ...... ........ ......... ...... ... ... Hialeah, Florida James Robert Laraway .... ........ .. Pompano Beach, Florida 
Pacita G. Broido ... ..................................... Davie, Florida Yohan A. Naraine .. ...... ............. ..... Miami Beach, Florida 
Joseph Cavallo .... .... .................... Boynton Beach, Florida Bertin Osias ... .......... ...... ..... ...... .. Boynton Beach, Florida 
Ramon A. Fernandez-Rubio ... ... ... .. ... ........ Miami, Florida Douglas Clark Percz ...... ....... ........ .. ......... Weston, Florida 
Peter Gonzalez ............. ....... .. ...... ..... ... ...... Miami, Florida Lynda Todd Rimart... ...... .... .. ... ..... ... .... ..... Miami, Florida 
Luis E. Hernandez .......... ...... .... ... ... ...... .. .. Weston, Florida Carmen S. Romero-Tejeda .... .. .. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Tamara J. Highbaugh .. ......... ..... ...... Indianapolis, Indiana Michael S. Sarabjit... .. ... ........ .. .... ..... .. ... Miramar, Florida 
Rosa C. Hilliard ....... ... .... .... ........ .. ..... Carol City, Florida Joni K. Wilson ............... ........... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
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Victoriano B. Alvarez ............................... Miami, Florida Cihangir 1. Kaya ..................... .. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Jesica B. Amarilla ................................... .. Miami, Florida Kurt J. La Fargue ..... .... ........ ................. Miramar, Florida 
George Antepara ................................ ....... Miami, Florida Wendy S. La Fargue ................ ....... ...... Miramar, Florida 
Alon Arazi ....................................... ..... A ventura, Florida Ruben Enrique Lopez ............. ... .............. Weston, Florida 
Gustavo A. Arteaga .................................. Weston, Florida Mark S. Mairowitz ........................... ..... Miramar, Florida 
Henrietta D. Ayewoh .. .................... ... Kennesaw, Georgia Janneth M. Mari ......... ........ ............... Boca Raton, Florida 
Mayda Baranda ............... ............ ........... ... Miami, Florida Odalis Martija Anaya ...... ...... ..... ......... ... ... Miami, Florida 
Juan Carlos Barjuch .................. Pembroke Pines, Florida Susana Martinez .................... .... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Sean T. Baroody ..... .. ..... ..... ...... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Patrice K. McKenzie ....... ............. .. ...... Parkland, Florida 
Nora Juliana Barragan ....................... Plantation, Florida Danilo N. Mejia ........................ ..... ........... Miami, Florida 
Dianne Belfast... ...... ........ ... ....... Pembroke Pines, Florida Jorge Enrique Mejia .................... ....... Bradenton, Florida 
Anais Benoudiz .... ............................. .... A ventura, Florida Richard I. Mendy ................. North Miami Beach, Florida 
Elsa M. Bonilla ..... ...... ... ... .. .. .... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Marcos V. Molina ...................................... Davie, Florida 
Joshua A. Bradford ... .... .... ..... ... Pembroke Pines, Florida Maria A. Moncada .................................... Miami, Florida 
Juana F. Cabral ....... .... .... ........ ... ....... Hallandale, Florida Jorge Monterrosa ...... .... .... ........ ................ Miami, Florida 
George Manuel Cabrera .... ........... ..... ........ Miami, Florida Roger F. Morales ....... ........... .................... Miami, Florida 
Walter R. Camacho ......................... ...... . Hialeah, Florida Hana Odvrsova .......................................... Davie, Florida 
Crystal G. Campbell ...... ... ... ...... ..... Miami Beach, Florida Rafael Ojeda ............ ...... ............ ...... ..... Miramar, Florida 
Nardy Careaga .......... ............ Southwest Ranches, Florida Jesus M. Oliveras ......... ..... ... ..... .. .... .... .. .. Sanford, Florida 
Nicole Shauna Cave .................... ....... .... Hialeah, Florida Charles A. Ordman .................................. Weston, Florida 
Mark Richard Crowell .............. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Enrique J. Padilla ................................. ..... Miami, Florida 
Ludwig Selso Dorfmeier .................... Plantation, Florida Mario Roberto Padilla ............... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Sandra Marina Duran ... ... ......... .. ... ............. Davie, Florida Berozee Rohintan Patwa .............. .. .. ......... Nairobi, Kenya 
Stacy E. Feldstein ..... ..... .......................... Weston, Florida Rafael Paz .......... ..... ............. North Miami Beach, Florida 
Eloy J. Fernandez .. .................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Lesya V. Pelyushko .... ....... ...... ........ ... Hollywood, Florida 
Adriana Virginia Ferrufino ............... ....... Weston, Florida Michele Cerqueira Pereira ..... Sunny Isles Beach, Florida 
Jose Cruz Flores ......... ............... Las Piedras, Puerto Rico Claudia P. Pertierra ... ........................ .... ... . Miami, Florida 
Roger Fuentes ... ........................... ..... .... A ventura, Florida Alvaro Pozo ............ ..................... .... ... ..... . Miami, Florida 
Humberto Galeana ... ........................ ..... A ventura, Florida Jennifer Lyn Prelak ... ........................ Boca Raton, Florida 
Nicanor Garcia ....................... North Bay Village, Florida Chris Recondo ........................ .... .............. Miami, Florida 
Kenneth Roberto Gomez ........... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Ivor G. Reid ..................... ............. ....... . Miramar, Florida 
Brenda J. Gonzalez ............................... .... Miami, Florida Janine R. Riedewald .......... ............ Paramaribo, Suriname 
Sherrie S. Gooden .. ...... .. ............................ Davie, Florida Tao T. Rocha ........ ................ Charleston, South Carolina 
Katya Vanessa Gutierrez ..... ............. Lake Ridge, Virginia Berta C. Rodrigues .... ...... ...... ..... ..... ... Plantation, Florida 
Gisselle Hernandez ..... .............. .......... ... Margate, Florida Adolfo A. Rodriguez ..... ... ...... .... ..... .. Opa-Locka, Florida 
Ouafae Houat.. .. .............. ... ............ ... Boca Raton, Florida Nihad S. Sakallah ....................................... Davie, Florida 
Kyanne L. Jackson ... .................. .............. Weston, Florida Mauricio L. Sanchez ............................... Sunrise, Florida 
Stefan K. James ..... .... ........... .............. ... .. Sunrise, Florida Jason E. Smith ............... ......... ....... Delray Beach, Florida 
I 
Peter George Smith .... ... ........ ...... .......... Miramar, Florida Gimol M. Thomas .. .......... ..... ...... ... .... Hollywood, Florida 
Rafael Ernesto Somarriba ..... .. .... ....... ... .... Miami, Florida Claudia Ucros .... ............. ...... .... .. ........ ..... Weston, Florida 
Amir Stamper.. .... .................. ........... .. Plantation, Florida Jason Woskobojnik ...... ........ ....... Coconut Creek, Florida 
Tara J. Stankiewicz ...... ... ..... ......... .... ........ Miami, Florida 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
H. Wayne Huizenga School of 
Business and Entrepreneurship 
Presented by RANDOLPH A. POHLMAN, Ph.D. 
DANIEL AUSTIN, Ph.D. 
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 
Bismark Ashiagbor ... ............. ....... ... Accra-North, Ghana Victoria A. Kirby ... ....... .. ...... ..... ..... ..... ..... Miami, Florida 
Tiffany V. Banks ... .......... .......... ...... .. Opa-Locka, Florida Marya C. Kosenkov .... ....... .... ....... Shohola, Pennsylvania 
Bevona Rosalin Bolton ... ....... ... Pembroke Pines, Florida Justin T. Kuruvilla .... .... ..... ... ........ .... ....... Weston, Florida 
Doris R. Campbell ...... .............. .... ..... ....... Miami, Florida Myriam Leconte ....... ..... .......... ... ..... ... Plantation, Florida 
Pierrette J. Cazeau-Sabir. ........ West Palm Beach, Florida Heather M. Melbourne ........ ...... ......... ... .... Miami, Florida 
Vergena M. Clark ... .... ....... ..... ......... Winter Park, Florida Jason Scott Pincus ... ................ ........... ... A ventura, Florida 
Ketley Eustache .. ...... ...... ..... ....... .. Coral Springs, Florida Patricia T. Somrners .... ............... ....... . Hollywood, Florida 
Cesareo Fernandez ... ... .......... .... ......... ....... Miami, Florida Ayana Jamila Stephenson ... ...... ....... Cooper City, Florida 
Nadine Gordon .... ......... ......... .............. ...... Miami, Florida Danny Michael Westphal... .............. .Boca Raton, Florida 
Lois M. Hanson .... ... .. ......... .... ..... ......... ..... Miami, Florida Terri Lashaun Williams .... .... ......... .... ... Tamarac, Florida 
Carl A. Jean-Charles ....... ..... .. ..... .... ... Lauderhill, Florida Alexandra J. Wollowick .... ...... ... . Boynton Beach, Florida 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
H. Wayne Huizenga School of 
Business and Entrepreneurship 
Presented by RANDOLPH A. POHLMAN, Ph.D. 
F. BARRY BARNES, Ph.D. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Shawee Abdalla-Smith ...... ... ...... .. . Oakland Park, Florida Armando R. Alfonso .. ... ... ........ .... .. ........ ... Miami, Florida 
Sunil T. Abraham ..... .. ...... .. ... .. .... ............... Davie, Florida Virgilie E. Aliu-Otokiti ............. ............. Orlando, Florida 
George M. Ackerman .................. ....... Plantation, Florida Audrey J. Allen ... ....... ..... ... ........... ....... Kingston, Jamaica 
Fernando Acuna .......... .............................. Miami, Florida Nadeen Allen ... ........... .... ............. . St. Catherine, Jamaica 
Mansoor Ahmed .......... ................. Coral Springs, Florida Vicki L. Allen .. .... .. ...... ........ ... ........ ...... Tamarac, Florida 
Laurie Albury ... ........ ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida Jesus Almella ....... .... ........ ....... ........... ...... Tampa, Florida 
Adriano Monaco Pilao Alves .. .. .. ..... ....... . Weston, Florida Denise Brown ..... ... .. ...... ... ............ Long Island, Bahamas 
Sally J. Amaya .. ... .. ..... ....... ...... ...... .. ..... Palmetto, Florida Kesia L. Brown ... ...... ... ...... .... .... .......... Lakeland, Florida 
Trudymae A. Ambrose .. .. ... .. ..... ... .... ..... Nassau, Bahamas Matthew E. Brown .. .. .... .. Princeton Junction, New Jersey 
Percy J. Anceaume .... ... ..... ..... .... ... .. ..... .. ... Miami, Florida Sheree A. Brown .. .. .... ........ ... ...... .. ....... Queens, New York 
Lourdes C. Andreu ...... .... ..... ... ........ Miami Lakes, Florida Trisha Ann Marissa Brown ... ..... .. ........ Hanover, Jamaica 
Philippe Angeloz .. ... ..... ....... ................ Marly, Switzerland Carleen Brown-Anderson ... .... ...... St. Catherine, Jamaica 
Scott Antia ...... ... .. ... ... ... ... ..... .. ... .. ... ........ .. Miami, Florida Matthew R. Buehler .. .......... .. .. West Palm Beach, Florida 
Noel A. Aranha ..... ... ...... .. ... ........ ........ ..... Weston, Florida Jorge Mariano Buitrago .. .. ....... .... ............. Miami, Florida 
Marcus R. Araujo ....... .... ... ......... ........... Miramar, Florida Arthur W. Bunch .. .. ... .......... ... .. .... . Oakland Park, Florida 
Carlos M. Arce ... ... ..... ... .... ... .... ... .. .. ...... .. .. Miami, Florida Hazel R. Burgess .. ............ ... ... ...... .. .... ... .. .. Miami, Florida 
Ghassan Aref. .... ..... .... .... ..... ..... ........ ........ . Miami, Florida Valeria E. Burrows .. .... ... .. .... ... Grand Bahama, Bahamas 
Fernando Arevalo ... ...... ............. .. ... .... ...... Miami, Florida Gregory A. Cairo .... ... ..... ...... ...... ...... Boca Raton, Florida 
Manuel Arguello ..... .. ... .... .. .... ... .. ... ..... ...... Miami, Florida Shernette Call am ....... ...... ..... ... .... . Little London, Jamaica 
Odette M. Arguello .. .. .. ...... ... ........ ..... .... .. . Miami, Florida Yamileth Graciela Calvo ..... .... ..... ... . Cuajimalpa, Mexico 
Angela Ines Aristizabal ... ..... ..... ....... .. ... .... Miami, Florida Marcus R. Camargo .... .... .. ..... ..... ............ . Weston, Florida 
Addhaporn Arpassarin ..... .. .............. ... ....... Davie, Florida Avril A. Campbell ..... ....... ....... ....... .. .. .. Hanover, Jamaica 
Soraia Arroyo Lynch ...... .. ..... .. .. Deerfield Beach, Florida Hyacinth T. CampbelI.. .... .. .. ..... ..... ... ..... St. Ann, Jamaica 
Vincent Auld ...... ... ... ..... ... ..... ... ... .. St. Catherine, Jamaica Lisa Campbell .... .... .... .... .... ........... .. ... .. Kingston, Jamaica 
Teresa M. Ayala .. .... .... .... .... ..... ..... ..... ..... .. Miami, Florida Richard Campbell .. .. ...... ..... ................. .... Tampa, Florida 
Laila Michelle Azan ....... ..... ...... Pembroke Pines, Florida Lilla C. Campbell-Wiggan ..... .......... .... Kingston, Jamaica 
Natalie Azan .. ... ...... ... ... ...... ...... Pembroke Pines, Florida Oscar Cantor .... ...... .... ... ..... ............ ........ Hialeah, Florida 
William L. Baack ........ ... .... .... .... ... .... .. ... Orlando, Florida Suen Capo ..... .......... ......... .... .. ............ ....... Miami, Florida 
Victoria L. Babich ........ ....... ... North Lauderdale, Florida Latannia Leonta Carey ... ........ ....... St. Petersburg, Florida 
Jawad Mirza Baig .... ..... ..... ..................... Sunrise, Florida Gerard A. Carlon .. ............ ....... .. .. ..... Vero Beach, Florida 
Sonali Balasuriya ... ... ..... ..... ....... ........ Hollywood, Florida Shirley Ester Carmona .. .. ........ ...... .......... Sunrise, Florida 
Lorena L. Ball ... .. .. ... ..... .. ..... ..... Pompano Beach, Florida Robert P. Carnahan, Jr. ........ ............... .... Tampa, Florida 
Sonia A. Banton ........ .................... St. Catherine, Jamaica Daniel L. Carrera ........... ... .. ..... ............ ..... Miami, Florida 
Marilyn Baptiste .................. ...... . Coconut Creek, Florida Alfredo Juan Carriles .......... ... ... ...... ... ...... . Miami, Florida 
Jonette Barbetta ............. ........ ... Pembroke Pines, Florida Melissa Chantelle Carroll .... ......... ... .. Freeport, Bahamas 
Martha Castro Barjuch ....... ..... .. Pembroke Pines, Florida Tonya M. Carter. ........ ... .. ... .... Hallandale Beach, Florida 
Ana G. Barragan .... ....... ............... ..... ... .. Orlando, Florida Larry D. Casey ..... ..... ..... .. ...... .... .......... Parkland, Florida 
Kenneth M. Baylor .............. .... ........ ...... .. Weston, Florida Tamika Nariska Cash ..... ... .............. ..... . Nassau, Bahamas 
Rosi Behar ......... ..... ............ ... ....... .. North Miami, Florida Mayid A. Castillo .. ... ....... .......... ... ............ Weston, Florida 
Teresa M. Bendana ... ..... ......... .. .......... .... .. Miami, Florida Octama Castor. ......... ...... ... ... .... ... ....... Hollywood, Florida 
Chavel T. Bennett-Green ... ....... .... ....... Kingston, Jamaica Jeff Chandler. ........ ...... ...... ..... ... ...... .... Dade City, Florida 
Rohan H. Berry ..... ... .... ..... ... ...... .. . St. Catherine, Jamaica Raja Chandrasekar ..... ....... ..... ..... Coconut Creek, Florida 
Danielle Marie Berube ........ .. ..... ... Riviera Beach, Florida Jerry H. Chang ....... ..... .... ....... .......... ..... Miramar, Florida 
Tricia Ann Bijou .... ... .... ....... ..... .... ..... ... .. Sunrise, Florida Avolene Cynthia Change .. ....... .......... Lauderhill, Florida 
Ellen P. Black .. ..... ... ...... ..... ... ... ........ ..... .. .. Stuart, Florida Adriana E. Chaparro .... ... ... ............ ... Boca Raton, Florida 
Sheryl Bloomfield ... ........... ... .... ... . St. Catherine, Jamaica Thomas R. Chapman ... .... ................... Plantation, Florida 
Katherine Mary Boolbol ... ..... ...... . Delray Beach, Florida Gail Patricia Charlow ..... ....................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Kurt A. Boothe ... .... ...... ... .... ... .. . Pembroke Pines, Florida Matthew Chase ....... ...... ........... ....... Junction City, Kansas 
Robert Bowen ... ... .......... ........ .... ... .. Manchester, Jamaica Sue C. Chrisman ....... ............... .. .. ... ....... Orlando, Florida 
Anthony R. Bowers ..... .... ...... ............ ...... .. Miami, Florida Michelle Christie ........ ..... ... ... .... ... ........ Kingston, Jamaica 
Ana Lorena Broce ... ..... .. ..... .. ... ... ... ... El Dorado, Panama Nelson H. Cintron ........... ....... ............... ..... Davie, Florida 
Celina Cinderella Brown ...... ... ... ... Montego Bay, Jamaica Shakira Clemetson ..... ......... .............. ....... . Miami, Florida 
Deborah Ann Tignor Brown .. ....... Williamsburg, Virginia Dianne A. Clunie ....... .... .. ... ............. .... Kingston, Jamaica 
I 
Mary Candice Cobaugh ... .. .... ......... .... ... ... Miami, Florida Erica Leigh Dougherty ............. ...... ... Boca Raton, Florida 
EIcott Coleby ..................... .. ..... ... .... .. .. . Nassau, Bahamas Deonette W. J. Douglas ........ ........ St. Catherine, Jamaica 
Courtney L. Coleman ................ Pembroke Pines, Florida Tiffany C. Downey ... .... ....... .. ..... .... .... ..... Weston, Florida 
Sean L. Collin ... ... ...... ... .. .... .......... Coral Springs, Florida Horace Dozier .. .......... .. ... ......... ................ Quincy, Florida 
Douglas J. Conklin ......... .... ... ....... Wesley Chapel, Florida Alina Dube ... ... .......... ....... .. .. ... ... ...... .. ... .. .. Miami, Florida 
Tina Louise Conlon ... ........ ....... .............. . Weston, Florida Kendra Duncanson ...... ..... ...... .. . Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Steven D. Cooke ...... .. ..... ......... ....... ...... ..... Davie, Florida Louise R. Durocher. .............. ....... .... .. Freeport, Bahamas 
Edna Cook-Sabree .... ..... ..... ..... ..... Birmingham, Alabama Juliet L. Duyster.. .... .................... ....... Plantation, Florida 
Marie L. Cooley ............ ............... ... .Jacksonville, Florida Cynthia Leonie Dwyer ....... ........ ........ .. Kingston, Jamaica 
Joseph S. Cooper .. .......... .. ..... .......... ..... Miramar, Florida Margaret Dwyer .. ..... ... ......... .. ...... .. . Indianapolis, Indiana 
Safia Cooper ...... ..... ........ ........ ...... ..... .. Kingston, Jamaica Juniev Elizabeth Edwards ......... ............ Miramar, Florida 
Maria de los A. Corcino ..... ...... .... ... . Caguas, Puerto Rico Kareem Christopher Edwards ............ Hollywood, Florida 
Cynthia T. Cotton ...... .. ....... .... ...... ... . Huntsville, Alabama Keisha E. Effs .... ... ... .... ........... ... ........ .. Kingston, Jamaica 
Lauren A. Coulter ...... ........ ..... .. ......... Hollywood, Florida Andre R. Escoffery .... ......... .... .. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Henri Rafael Cournand .. .. ... ....... Raleigh, North Carolina Janet Y Escoffery ..... ........ ... ......... ... ....... ... Davie, Florida 
Donna M. Cousins .... ...... ............. ..... .... Miramar, Florida Cynthia A. Farmer. ....... ..... ...... .. ... ... .Jacksonville, Florida 
Laytonia H. Cox ........ ......... ..... ............ .. Nassau, Bahamas Anthony Farrington ............. .... .............. Nassau, Bahamas 
Michele A. Creed-Nelson .... ....... .. St. Catherine, Jamaica Gezel A. Farrington .. ........ .. .... ... .... ....... Nassau, Bahamas 
Jemina Cubas .... .. .... ... ... ............... .. Coral Gables, Florida Keisha T. Fearon ......... .... ....... .... ... ..... .. Kingston, Jamaica 
Mary Culmer. .......... ....... .............. ... ... Freeport, Bahamas Peter Feldman .... ... ... .. .. ......... . South Palm Beach, Florida 
Marc Cunningham ..... ... .. .... ......... .... .... ... Orlando, Florida Gloria A. Fenton .. ..... ... .... .................... St. Mary, Jamaica 
Rick M. Curtis .. .. ........... .... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida Edwin Lorenzo Ferguson .. .. ..... ........ .. ... Nassau, Bahamas 
Stephanie V. Daniels .... ....... ............... Carol City, Florida Jennifer M. Ferguson .. ... ....... .. ..... ........ Kingston, Jamaica 
Marie Dann .. ... ... ... .. ..... ...... ..... ...... .. .. .. . Kingston, Jamaica Keisha N. Ferguson ... ..... ....... ....... ...... Plantation, Florida 
Dennis V. Darvas ..... ... .............. ....... ... ... .... Davie, Florida Kerri-Ann R. Ferguson ....... .... ...... .. ... Plantation, Florida 
Anthony G. Davidson ... .............. .. Coral Springs, Florida Wendy R. Ferguson .. ............ ................ Nassau, Bahamas 
Dominique A. Davis ...... ... .... ........ .... Lake Wales, Florida Carlos A. Fernandez ..... ... ..... .... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Violet B. Davis .... .... .... ......... .......... ......... Tampa, Florida Virginia M. Fernandez .......... ....... ..... ... .. Hialeah, Florida 
Marsha Daxon .... .......... ........ ... .... ........ .. Nassau, Bahamas Itala Christina Fernandez-Arellano .... .. ..... Miami, Florida 
Tanera De Cosey .......... ....... .... ... .......... .... Tampa, Florida Joseph A. Ferrara .. .. ...... .... .......... Coconut Creek, Florida 
Georgina de Heredia ...... ..... .. ............ ..... Hialeah, Florida Julie Figueredo ......... .... .. ............ ..... ..... ..... Miami, Florida 
Gregory A. DeAngelo .. .... .......... . Coconut Creek, Florida Deana Lee Findlay .... ... ........... ..... .. Panama City, Florida 
Monica Dedeaux ..... ..... ..... ....... ... ..... ... Madison, Alabama Malila Fiol .... ........ .. ......................... ... .... .. Miami, Florida 
Lyonel Degraff.. ...... ...... .. .. ....... ... .............. Miami, Florida Shanequa L. Fleming ............. ........ .... ... Miramar, Florida 
Cheryl Deleveaux ... ....... .... ..... .............. . Nassau, Bahamas Dennis Flores .... .... ......... .................. ... Pensacola, Florida 
Alex Denis .... ... ... ......... ... .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Juliann Florival ... ......... ... ...... ......... ....... Nassau, Bahamas 
Dwayne L. Dennard ..... .... ....... .... ..... Belle Glade, Florida Sophia A. Forbes ... .... ..... Providenciales, Turks & Caicos 
Shyamal Desai ..... ... ........... ....... .... .... Lake Butler, Florida Sean Forskin .. ... .. ... ..... .................. ....... . A ventura, Florida 
Chantal M . Dessources .. .... ... .... Pembroke Pines, Florida Alan Fraynd ........ .... .............. ........... ..... A ventura, Florida 
David E. Diez .... ... ... ... ...... .... ..... Pembroke Pines, Florida Ronelda J. Frederick ....... ..... ............ Belle Glade, Florida 
Miguel A. Diez .......... .......... .. ............. .. Miramar, Florida Ada E. Freyre ..... ..... ...... ..... ...... ... .. ... .. ... .. . Tampa, Florida 
Norma Jean Dobson ...... .. ..... ..... ........ ... Kingston, Jamaica Claudia Sakashita Friedlander .... ..... . Boca Raton, Florida 
Marsha-Ann Donaldson-Brown .. .... .. Ocho Rios, Jamaica Robert Eugene Frierson ......... ........... ... .. .. Tampa, Florida 
Laurie L. Dondarski .. ................. ... ...... Dade City, Florida Lacquitta Ann Fullilove ............. .... .... . Riverview, Florida 
Elizabeth A. Donnelly ........... ............ . Hollywood, Florida Kimberly L. Gabel ...... ....... ................ Plantation, Florida 
Vicki Lynn Donza .. .. .. .. .... .............. ......... . Seffner, Florida Nicholas Fraser Gainsbrugh .... ............. ..... Miami, Florida 
Brenton R. W. Dorl... ......... .... .............. ..... Miami, Florida Julian Vann Gaitor ... ...... .... ........... ........ Nassau, Bahamas 
Adriana Gallardo .... ..... .. ... .. ...... Pembroke Pines, Florida Efraim A. Hernandez ..... ..... Palm Springs North, Florida 
Katty Garay ....... .. .... ...... ..... ..... .. ...... .. Boca Raton, Florida Carmen R. Herrera .. .... .......... ... ..... .... ... .... . Miami, Florida 
Teresa Marco Garcia ..... .. ...... .......... Skillman, New Jersey Patricia Hewan ...... ........ ........ ..... ... Montego Bay, Jamaica 
LaPaige Gardiner .... ..... .. ...... .. ...... ... ...... Nassau, Bahamas Shane Hill ..... ... ... ....... ............ ... ... .... ..... Miramar, Florida 
Susan S. Garlitts .. ... .. .... .. ..... .. .... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Terri Guan Hill ...... ........ ...... ...... ..... .... ... . Apopka, Florida 
Ivelisse Gaud .... ... ...... .. ... .... .... ...... ... ... .. Miramar, Florida Twarla M . Hill ... ................. ...... ..... ....... .. .. Miami, Florida 
Douglas Geller .... .. .... ... .. .. ..... .... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Eric Meredith Hiner ........ ......... ... ..... .. Plantation, Florida 
Avia Joanetta Gibbs ..... .. .. ..... ..... ... ......... St. Ann, Jamaica Horace S. Hines ... ....... ...... ......... ... St. Catherine, Jamaica 
Lunnon Gibson ...... ...... .. .... ... .......... ...... Nassau, Bahamas Janet Hines .... ..... ... ...... .......... ... ..... ....... Kingston, Jamaica 
Jason Leigh Gilson .. ..... .. ... ..... ... .. ....... Plantation, Florida Brian A. Hladek .. .... ...... ... ... ...... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Patricia A. Givens ...... ... ..... .... ......... ... .... .. Tampa, Florida Nicole Josephine Hodge ........ ...... ... North Miami, Florida 
Anita Faye Glock ..... .. .......... .. .......... ... .. .. Tampa, Florida Robert 1. Hosier .... ......... ........... ........ ..... . Sunrise, Florida 
Yesenia E. Gomez ... .... .. ...... .... .. .. Boynton Beach, Florida Oscar Hoyos ..... .......... ........ ...... .. ............. .. Miami, Florida 
Eric O. Gonzalez ... ..... .. ... ..... ... ...... ........ Brandon, Florida Thelma M. Huete ............ .................... .. .. .. Miami, Florida 
Manuel Gonzalez .... .... ... .... ... ....... ....... ...... Miami, Florida Bonita Rinee Hugee .. .. .................. .. ... ... .. . Tampa, Florida 
Nyree Madelaine Goodin ...... .. West Palm Beach, Florida Tamara Humes ....... ..... .......... ............. .. . Nassau, Bahamas 
Lon A. Gopie .... ...... ... .... .... ..... .... Boynton Beach, Florida Ryan B. Hummel... ...... ............ .. Pompano Beach, Florida 
Karla P. Gordillo .. ...... .... ... ... ....... ........ .. .... . Davie, Florida Raimundo Hung Simons .......... .. .. .... .. ....... Miami, Florida 
Jon Anthony Goulbourne ... .. ..... Pembroke Pines, Florida Nicole L. Hyatt .. .... ...... .. .......... .... . Coral Springs, Florida 
Barrington Graham ... .. ... ............. .. St. Catherine, Jamaica Lois Hyde .... .......... ...... ....... .............. St. Thomas, Jamaica 
Donna J. Grant.. .. ..... ........ .. ..... ......... ... ... .. Negril, Jamaica Cristina Iglesias ................ ....... .. ... ...... ... ... . Miami, Florida 
George W . R. Gray .... ... .. ......... ....... ..... Suwanee, Georgia Chandeline Imprevert... ........ ... North Lauderdale, Florida 
Darlene L. Green .. ... ..... .................... Tallahassee, Florida Keva Nicole Ingraham .... .... .. ............ .. .. Nassau, Bahamas 
Tricia Nicole Grier. .. ....... .... ....... ..... ..... Kingston, Jamaica Giovanni Insignares .... ........ .... .... .. .. . Columbia, Maryland 
Noel S. Gubatan ... .. ....... ... ...... .... ..... ... Lake Mary, Florida Samir Ahmed Iqbal ............ ........... Coral Springs, Florida 
Daniel J. Gudmundson ............ .. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Carlos A. Ismodes ........ .. .. ........ .......... ... Miramar, Florida 
John M. Guest.. ...... ...... ....... ... .... ... ......... .... Largo, Florida Janelle L. Jackson .... .. .. ............ . Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Marie Danielle Guillaume ...... ....... .. .lacksonville, Florida Sandra Marie Jackson .... ........ .... .......... .. . Sunrise, Florida 
Justin C. Gularek ... .. .. ... ..... .... .......... .. ... Parkland, Florida Michelle Jacobson .... ......... ...... . Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Lolita 1. Gutierrez .... ............ ... .... ........ ..... Weston, Florida Andria M. James ............ ...... .......... .. .... Kingston, Jamaica 
Adam S. Haggard .. ..... ... .. .... ... .......... .... ...... Davie, Florida Godfry Jean ... .. .... ... ...... ... ... ............ .. .... ... .. Miami, Florida 
Keisha Nicole Hall... .. .... ........ .... ... Coral Springs, Florida Jean Marie Jean Philippe ........ ........ North Miami, Florida 
Suzette G. Hall.. ............ ... ..... ........ .... .... Nassau, Bahamas Katie Louise Jeffries ...... .. ...... ........ .... .... . Valrico, Florida 
William P. Hamilton ... ... ... ........ ........ .. .. .. .. Miami, Florida Winston Jimenez ...... ........ ........ .. ........ .. ....... . Marion, Iowa 
Suzanne Harris .... .. .... .. ......... ... West Palm Beach, Florida Alicia Johnson ................. ............. ... ....... Orlando, Florida 
Marcia C. Harrison ........ ..... .... ....... .. ... . St. Mary, Jamaica Anastacia Yvette Johnson .. .................. . Nassau, Bahamas 
Mellisa A. Harrison ..... ...... ..... ... Pembroke Pines, Florida Bryan J. Johnson .. .......... .... .. .................... .... Marion, Iowa 
Rose M. Harrison-Williams .. ...... ... ....... Miramar, Florida Fredricka L. Johnson .. .................. ... Miami Lakes, Florida 
H. Thomas Hauer. ... ........ .. .... ...... .... .. Cedar Rapids, Iowa Jeffery F. Johnson ........ ...... ................ Davenport, Florida 
Sharita Rhyne Heard ...... ...... ... North Lauderdale, Florida Marilyn M. Johnson .......... ...... .. ............ Miramar, Florida 
Mark William Heinrich ....... ... ...... ..... Cedar Rapids, Iowa Chera M. Jones .......... ........ .. .. ........ .. ... Riverview, Florida 
Paula Jeanette Henderson ........ ........ ...... Orlando, Florida Debbiee Ann Jones ........ .............. .... .. ..... Valrico, Florida 
Pedro Antonio Henriquez .. ........ ... ........ Miramar, Florida John James Jones .... .... .. .... .. .. .... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Desmond Anthony Henry ..... ....... ...... ... Kingston, Jamaica Ricardo N. Jones ....... .. .. .......... .. .. .... North Miami, Florida 
Tamara Henson ...... ...... ...... .. ... .. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Suzanne D. Jones .. ...... ...... .. .. .. .............. .. .. Miami, Florida 
Gaydene Hepburn-McClain .. .... .... .. .... .. Nassau, Bahamas Dionne G. Joseph .. .......... ............ Boynton Beach, Florida 
Rosa Herman ......... ....... ... .... .. ......... Miami Beach, Florida Kiran Joshi .. .......... .. .. ...... .. .. ..................... Weston, Florida 
Michel Louis Jourdan ....... .......... ..... . Boca Raton, Florida Herma Maria Lora ........ .. ................. ......... Miami, Florida 
Jason N. Jurinsky ................ .... ... ... . Dania Beach, Florida Steve Louis-Charles .......... ........................ Miami, Florida 
Shigeto Kabashima .. .......... ....... .... River Falls, Wisconsin David Andrew Lubowitz ............... Coral Springs, Florida 
Diya Jamal Kahok ... .. ........ .. ...... ......... Plantation, Florida Harriet D. Lundy ................................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Sherene Kalam .................. ............. .... Plantation, Florida Ingrid L. MacCartney ................... Somerville, New Jersey 
Mitchell L. Kaplan ........... ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida Gigi Mackey .......... ............................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Lucas George Karavokiris ... ..... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Aieshia T. Macon ...... .. .. .............. Boynton Beach, Florida 
Sharon L. Kastelic ... ................ ......... Boca Raton, Florida Courtney L. Maggio .................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Dimos Kentimenos .......... ....... ..... ..... ....... . Weston, Florida Andrea P. Malo ......................................... Miami, Florida 
Tina Khalil ............. ................... Pompano Beach, Florida Ronnie R. MandaI .............................. Plantation, Florida 
Marquise I. Kiffin ........... .......... Pembroke Pines, Florida Roxana Maneiro ....................... Hialeah Gardens, Florida 
Selma Deanna King .................... ..... .. Freeport, Bahamas Theodore Jonathan Mangru ...... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Devon Constantine Kitson .. ................. Kingston, Jamaica Cinthia Cristina Mansilla .......................... Miami, Florida 
Aaron Matthew Kleckner. ....... ..... .. .............. Marion, Iowa Leigh M . Many ........ ................. Pompano Beach, Florida 
Veronika Lorena Knipschild ..................... Miami, Florida Trina A. March ...... ............................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Felicia Antoinette Knowles .................. . Nassau, Bahamas Deanna E. Marchalleck ................ ........ St. Mary, Jamaica 
Jan Denise Knowles ... ... .................. ...... Nassau, Bahamas Yesenia Marchena ........................................ Irving, Texas 
Diane A. Kott.. ......................................... Tampa, Florida Yennifer Eredis Marciaga ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Liany Koutris .................... .... ... ..... ... ... ...... Miami, Florida Alejandro Xavier Marin .. ...... .. ...... Studio City, California 
Anthony M. Kruger. ... ... ...... ...... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Peter A. Marra ................................. Cooper City, Florida 
Liza D. Kuntadi .......................................... Davie, Florida Angela Marie Marrazo ...................... Lake Worth, Florida 
Andrew P. Labarbera ........ .............. ... Plantation, Florida Crystal Y. Marshall .......................... ........ Tampa, Florida 
Jean F. Lacroix ............................. Massapequa, New York Claudette M . Martin ...................... St. Catherine, Jamaica 
Amy LaGrande ............................. ......... Seminole, Florida Daniel A. Martinez ................................... Miami, Florida 
Tamara D. Lapsley .................................... Miami, Florida David D . Martinez ............................. Plantation, Florida 
Michelle F. Lashley ................ .... .. Coral Springs, Florida Dionisio J . Martinez .................................. Miami, Florida 
Sheldon Lawrence ......................... St. Catherine, Jamaica Mary R. Matos-Lacasa .............................. Miami, Florida 
Desrine A. Lawson ........................ St. Catherine, Jamaica Lilisbeth C. Mavares ...... .. ......................... Miami, Florida 
Jennifer L. Laxton ................ ......... St. Petersburg, Florida Catherine F. McCarthy ................... Cocoa Beach, Florida 
Emmanuel Leccy ..................... North Lauderdale, Florida Rex McCarty .................................. ......... Sunrise, Florida 
Meredith Ann Leppert... ................ Coral Springs, Florida Rodney Dwain McClain ............ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Mona Lisa D. Levarity .......................... Nassau, Bahamas Kevin McCrary .......................... . Daytona Beach, Florida 
Alegre Levy ................................... Miami Beach, Florida Broyde Hurwitz McDonald ................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Alicia Lewis ...................................... ...... .. Miami, Florida Steven L. McElroy .............. ............ .......... Miami, Florida 
Gordon Lewis ................................... Palm Coast, Florida Gertrude F. McFarlane ........................ Riverdale, Georgia 
Sharon R. Lewis ........ .. ............ ............. St. Mary, Jamaica William J. McHugh .................................... Davie, Florida 
Shimona A. Lewis .... ........................ Bridgeport, Jamaica Agnes McIntosh ..................................... Orlando, Florida 
Frank A. Leyva ............................... Miami Lakes, Florida Neil N. McIntyre ........................... St. Catherine, Jamaica 
Evamae D . Lightbourn-Webb .............. . Nassau, Bahamas Andrea McKenzie ................................ Kingston, Jamaica 
Tiffany L. Lightsey ................. West Palm Beach, Florida Marcia A. McKenzie ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Edward C. Lindoo ................... West Palm Beach, Florida Ann Marie McLaughlin .......... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Andrea C. Livingston ........................... Kingston, Jamaica Donald McLean ................................... Oak Hill, Virginia 
Meylin LJampay ..................................... Hialeah, Florida Mary Ellen McMahon .................................. Marion, Iowa 
Heather A. Lohrey ............................ Homosassa, Florida Stacey E. McNally .................... Santa Monica, California 
Cristina L. Lopez ........................... Coral Gables, Florida Namon I. McQuaig ...... ............ .......... .. ... Palatka, Florida 
Grace L. Lopez ............................... Loxahatchee, Florida Tamica Shantal McRae ....... .... ......... Belle Glade, Florida 
Ytiel Lopez ........................................ Hollywood, Florida Jeffrey N. Meade ............... ...... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Henry L. Medina .. ............... ....... ........ ....... Miami. Florida Philippe A. Neptune ........................ North Miami. Florida 
Mario R. Mejia ................................ .Boca Raton. Florida Janice Newmark.. ................ .. ............. Plantation. Florida 
Rosa Elena Melo ........................................ Davie. Florida Chau Nguyen ...................................... Naperville. Illinois 
Faisal Memon ........................... Pembroke Pines. Florida Cristian Nicolae ........................ Pembroke Pines. Florida 
Lysania Mendez .. .... .................. Pembroke Pines. Florida Juan Jose Nobels .. .. ................................... Miami. Florida 
Michael Messina .............. .. ....... Fort Lauderdale. Florida Thomas Richard Noble ................. St. Petersburg. Florida 
Minas Miliaras .......................................... Miami. Florida Claudia Taylor Nugent.. ................ . Miami Beach. Florida 
Cory David Miller.. .. .. .. ................................ Robins. Iowa Janet Nunez ...... ......................................... Miami. Florida 
Dionne M. Miller ................................. Kingston. Jamaica Carlos O'Daly ............. ...................... ........ . Miami. Florida 
Eleta P. Miller ............................... Montego Bay. Jamaica Leonardo E. Offredi ........................ Miami Lakes. Florida 
Jerome H. Miller .................................... St. Ann. Jamaica Kolawole O. Olagunju ...... .. ...... Port Saint Lucie. Florida 
Linda Miller ......................................... Kingston. Jamaica Leonard Nnamdi Onyeonoro .... Fort Lauderdale. Florida 
Ricardo Miniet.. ........................................... Lutz. Florida Rosa D. Ordonez-Parodi .... .. ................ Parkland. Florida 
Valerie A. Minnis ................ .. ............ Hollywood. Florida Anabelle Ortiz ............ .... ........................ Hialeah. Florida 
Heather Elise Minoff.. .................. ......... A ventura. Florida Deborah I. Pace .......... ....... Palm Beach Gardens. Florida 
William Monroy .... .. ...... .. .... .. ... Pembroke Pines. Florida Carol Patricia Palmer .. ......................... Kingston. Jamaica 
Martha L. Montenegro .............................. Miami. Florida Durant Palomino .............. .... .. .. .................. Davie. Florida 
Wendy-Leigh P. Montes de OcaPalm Bch Grdns. Florida Judith A. Passley .. .... ............ . Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 
Bernadette Moore ................................. . Orlando. Florida Erika Patino ........ .... ............................ .. .... Miami. Florida 
Denton Moore ........................... Fort Lauderdale. Florida Jasmin D. Paul ........................ .... .. Montego Bay. Jamaica 
Praveen K. Mootiram ............................ .. Sunrise. Florida Pavlos Pavlou ...... .... ................ West Palm Beach. Florida 
Gilberto Morales ....................................... Miami. Florida Christopher James Pavlovich ........ St. Petersburg. Florida I' 
Jose R. Morales ....................................... Kendall. Florida Richard Pena ................................ .. . Miami Lakes. Florida 
Desiree Moreno .. .... .............................. .... Miami. Florida Nestor Perez ........ .... .. .... .. ..... .... .... .... ......... Miami. Florida 
Lincoln T. Morgan .................. North Lauderdale. Florida Yamil I. Perez .......... ...... .. .. .. ............ .Boca Raton. Florida 
Monique M. Morris ........................... Freeport. Bahamas Yesenia M. Perez ...... .. .. .. ................ Miami Lakes. Florida 
Scott R. Morrissette .. .............. West Palm Beach. Florida Rafael Perez-Gonzalez ................ .. .. . Cooper City. Florida 
Matthew M. Morrissey ....................... Bradenton. Florida Bessie Adelaide Phillips ........................ Lantana. Florida 
Tammy C. Morse ................................ Riverview. Florida Cristina Marie Phillips ...................... Vero Beach. Florida 
B. B. Mosby ......................... North Miami Beach. Florida Louna Pierre Philippe ........................ Lauderhill. Florida 
Huedley Moss .................... .. ................. Nassau. Bahamas Jose R. Pierre-Louis .................................. Miami. Florida 
Trevor T. Moss .................. .. ................. Nassau. Bahamas Russell Pike ...... .............................. South Miami. Florida 
Alicia A. Mouling .......... .. ........................ Tampa. Florida Richard George Pinelli ............................ . Tampa. Florida 
Joanne P. Moxey .................. ...... ...... .... ..... Miami. Florida Lazara L. Pinera .. ...... ........................ ........ Miami. Florida 
Sheryl N. Mullings .............. .... ...... St. Catherine. Jamaica John R. Pisula .... ...... .... .. ........ ........ .... .... .. .. Davie. Florida 
James Ian Mulzac .................... .. Pembroke Pines. Florida Cesar A. Pizarro ........................................ Miami. Florida 
Neisha Mungroo .... .... .... .. .. ........ .. .. ....... Miramar. Florida Steve Plested ............ .. .. .. .... ................ ...... Tampa. Florida 
Fernando Munoz ...... .. .... .. ...... .. . Pembroke Pines. Florida Paula E. Poinson ........ .. .. ........ .... .. . Coral Springs. Florida 
Veronica Munoz ........................................ Davie. Florida Joseph D. Pokraka ....................... Port Saint Joe. Florida 
Ivan S. Muslin .................. ........ .. .... .... ... Brandon. Florida Tina Politis ........................ ......... ................ Davie. Florida 
Nicola C. Myco .................. .............. .. ... Miramar. Florida Ana Porras ........................ ...... .................. Miami. Florida 
Steven J. Myers .......................... University Heights. Ohio Leon A. Porta .............. .. .. .. ........ .. .............. Miami. Florida 
Ronald P. Nason ...................... .. ........ ....... Miami. Florida Robert M. Poulos ...... .......... .. .. .. .... .... . Hollywood. Florida 
Maryliss Nazario ............................ Miami Beach. Florida Cedric Percell Powell .. .... .. ................ .. .. .. . Tampa. Florida 
Donna Neckles-Charles ................... St. Georges. Grenada Phitsamay S. Praphanchith .................. .. . Orlando. Florida 
Thallise Tereze Neely .. ............. Fort Lauderdale. Florida Brisis Prevost .. ... .... ......................... .. ... .... . Miami. Florida 
Marcia V. Nehall .............. .. .............. Clearwater. Florida Daniel S. Price ......................................... Tampa. Florida 
Maria F. Prieto .. .. .. .... ........ .. .. .. .. .... .. .... ..... Weston, Florida Marissa Andrea Scala .............. .. .... .. ........ .. Davie, Florida 
Althia L. Pryce .... ........ ....................... Lauderhill, Florida Jose M. Schmidt.. ...................... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Gary C. Quinn .... .. .. .............. .. .. .......... .. St. Cloud, Florida Carlos J. Segrera ...... ........ .... ...... ...... .. .. .. ... Miami, Florida 
Juan F. Quinones .................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... St. Cloud, Florida Jennifer A. Seidle .. ........ .... .... ...... .. .. .... .... . Weston, Florida 
Grace A. Rackowe .. .................... .. . Coral Gables, Florida Sarit Sela ...... .... .... ............................ New York, New York 
Troy G. Railsback ...... .. ...... ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Brett C. Serpe .... ................ .. .. .. ................ Weston, Florida 
Manoj Ramchandani .. .. .. .. .. ........... Montego Bay, Jamaica Dianne L. Seymour ........ .. ..................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Priya D. Ramdas ...... .... .. .... .. .. .. .......... Plantation, Florida Gregory L. Sheffield ...... .... ........ ......... O'Fallon, Missouri 
Sunil Ramkhelawan .. .... ...... .. ................ .... Miami, Florida Joan E. SibbIe .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. ...... .. . Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Ripton Ramsingh ................ .. .. .. ..... St. Elizabeth, Jamaica Mansoor A. Siddiqui .... .... .... ........ .. .. . Boca Raton, Florida 
Sharon D. Rawls .... ...... .. .............. .. .. .. Bradenton, Florida Chad Allen Siemering ............ .. ...... .. . Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Diane M. Regolizio .......... .. .......... . Coral Springs, Florida Vanessa Sierra ............ .... ...................... Miramar, Florida 
Meredith J. Reilly .... .. .. ...... .. ... West Palm Beach, Florida Robert D. Silverstein .. ........ .. ..................... Miami, Florida 
Daniel M. Reus .......... .......................... .. .. . Miami, Florida Franklyn George Simms ...... .... .... .. ........ St. Ann, Jamaica 
Vivienne Y. Reynolds .. .. .. .... .. ...... ...... .. .. St. Ann, Jamaica Patrick Carl Anthony Simms .. .. ........... Elizabeth, Jamaica 
Juan D. Ribero ...................... .. .. Pompano Beach, Florida Patrick W. Simpson .......... .. ........ .. St. Catherine, Jamaica 
Emilio C. Ricci .... .................. .. ................ Weston, Florida Jerome Smalling .. .... .. ........ .. .. ...... .. ....... Kingston, Jamaica 
Lisa Maria Richards .. ........ .... ........ Montego Bay, Jamaica Jerilyn C. Smith .................. .. .. .... ........ .. ... Tampa, Florida 
Timothy M. Richards .................... Port St. Lucie, Florida Ryan Christopher Smith .. .............. ........ . Margate, Florida 
Patrick K. Robello .............................. .. .. .. .. ...... Roy, Utah Tara L. Smith .... .... .... .. .. .. .. ...... .... .. Riviera Beach, Florida 
Hugh Weston Roberts ....................... Clarendon, Jamaica Vivian E. Smith-Foutain ........ .. ...... .. Jacksonville, Florida 
Jean Monica Roberts ............ North Miami Beach, Florida Victor V. Soca .... .......................... ...... .... .. Miami, Florida 
R. Patrick Roberts, Jr. ............................ .. Tampa, Florida Luis B. Solano .. .............. .. ............ ............ Miami, Florida 
Faith H. Robinson ........................ ........ Kingston, Jamaica Carlos Sondon ...... ...................... ..... .. .. .... .. Miami, Florida 
Felipe E. Rodriguez ........ .. .................... Miramar, Florida Ann Marie Sorrell .................. . West Palm Beach, Florida 
Yesenia Rodriguez ... .. .......... .. ............. .. .. .. Miami, Florida Charliana B. Spence .... .. ..................... Lauderhill, Florida 
Dencil L. Rolle .... .. ................................ Nassau, Bahamas Kimberley R. Starman ........................ Plantation, Florida 
Matt B. Rosenbaum ................................ Sunrise, Florida Amy L. Steinberg .......... .. .................. Boca Raton, Florida 
Jason P. Rosenberg .. ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida Grace Ann C. Stewart McFarlane ... Manchester, Jamaica 
Elianna I. Rosillo ............ ...... .... .. .... .. ........ Miami, Florida Dawn M. Stillmunkes .............. .. ........ Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Heather E. Rowe .............. .. .............. .. .. Kingston, Jamaica Pamela L. Stover .................................. .. .... Davie, Florida 
Sandra A. Rowe ...................................... .. . Davie, Florida Michael A. Stubbs ................................ . Nassau, Bahamas 
Edlyn McHalek Rozsa ...... .. ...... Pembroke Pines, Florida Michelle D. Sturrup .............. .. .............. Nassau, Bahamas 
Keith G. Ruehl .................. Barnardsville, North Carolina Leyda M . Su Ham .................... .. ...... .. Plantation, Florida 
Jacqueline Russel!. .... .. ........ .. .... .. Spanish Town, Jamaica Mario E. Suarez .. .. .. ........ .. ...... .. ............ .. .. Miami, Florida 
Jose M. Russoniello .. ......................... Hollywood, Florida Hakan Sungur ........................ .. .. .. . Coral Springs, Florida 
Nannette L. Sabo ........ .. ...... .. .... ........ . Boca Raton, Florida Jennifer L. Sweetman ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........ .. ... Davie, Florida 
Vivian Safdeye .................. .. .... .. .... .. .. Hallandale, Florida Mark N. Tapper ........................................ . Davie, Florida 
Sidney E. Sainsbury .... .. .. ........ .... .. ........... Jupiter, Florida Rosa I. Taya .. ............ .. .. .. ...................... .. .. Miami, Florida 
Carlos M. Salazar.. .............. .. .................... Miami, Florida Renee J. Taylor ............................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Roberto L. Salcedo ............ .. .. .... ........... Miramar, Florida Samira Telles ............ .... .... .. ...... .... .. .. .. . Parkland, Florida 
Kimberlyn T. Salmon .... .. .............. .. ........ Sunrise, Florida Kristine Marie Tharp .............................. ........... Ely, Iowa 
Marinella Salzano .......... .. ............ . Delray Beach, Florida Claudette M. Thomas .................... Montego Bay, Jamaica 
Ingrid Samuels .......... .. ........ .. ...... Westmoreland, Jamaica Geraldine S. Thomas .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... Birmingham, Alabama 
Gloria I. Sanchez-Polier .... .. ...... .. ............ .. Miami, Florida Lorrain 1. Thomas ................ .. ................. Sunrise, Florida 
Jacqueline Santiago .. ........ .. ....... Pembroke Pines, Florida Patrick G. Thompson .............. .. .. .. St. Catherine, Jamaica 
Daniella Santos .............. .. .. .. .............. Hollywood, Florida Shedisha Elizabeth Thompson ............... St. Ann, Jamaica 
Andrea E. Thompson-Wood ................ Kingston, Jamaica Carrie M. Weiss .... .. ..... ....... ...... ......... .... .... Davie, Florida 
Jeffrey S. Thymius ............. .... Royal Palm Beach, Florida Samantha Ann WeIch .... .. ............ ..... .Boca Raton, Florida 
Jose Manuel Tomas ....................... Miami Beach, Florida Shelley Anne Wellington ........ ...... ....... Kingston, Jamaica 
Karl D. Tomecek .............. ........ .. ....... Plantation, Florida Andrew M. Westphal ........................ Huntsville, Alabama 
Elena D. Torres .. ........................... Miami Shores, Florida Rachel H. Whatley ........................ Coral Springs, Florida 
Deborah-Ann N. Touzalin ........ Pembroke Pines, Florida Vanessa B. White-Fraser .............. Riviera Beach, Florida 
Ellen J. Townsend ........................................ Lutz, Florida Beth A. Wichtendahl... .......... ............ Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Gilda Toyos .......... ......... .............. ... .......... Miami, Florida Michelle L. Wildgoose ..... .................. .. Nassau, Bahamas 
Jacqueline R. Tufts ............................... Miramar, Florida Linda S. Wilhoft ...... .............................. .. Weston, Florida 
Thomas Athlone Turner.. ............... ..... .Kingston, Jamaica Arlene Williams ..................................... St. Ann, Jamaica 
David M. Tworoger .......... ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Charlie West Williams ....... ...... .... ... ........ Suffolk, Virginia 
Hugo F. Ulloa .......................... . Fort Lauderdale, Florida Graham B. Williams ............ ................. Nassau, Bahamas 
Demilade H. Unuigbe ...................... .. ... Brandon, Florida Joseph L. Williams .. .......... ....... .. Boynton Beach, Florida 
Sharon L. Van Rider ......................... Homestead, Florida Michelle A. Williams ............... ... ......... Kingston, Jamaica 
Deborah 1. Varnadore-Simmons ....... Opa-Locka, Florida Stacey A. Williams ............................... Miramar, Florida 
Simone Elshayna Vaughn ..... .... Pembroke Pines, Florida Martin A. Williamson .... , .............. ........ Kingston, Jamaica 
Alvaro Velasquez ...... ........... ......... .. .......... Miami, Florida Jamal D. Wilson ...... ..... .. ... .. ..... .......... ...... Tampa, Florida 
Glenda Liz Velez ... .. .. ........ ... .... Pembroke Pines, Florida Michelle R. Wilson Reynolds ............. .Kingston, Jamaica 
Karina D. Venzal ................................... Hialeah, Florida Danielle B. Winn .. .......... .. .......... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Stephanie E. Vernon ......... .... ..... ....... Hallandale, Florida Ryan M. Woods ..... ........ ............ ..... ...... . Tavares, Florida 
Charles A. Vilar .... ........ ............ Pembroke Pines, Florida Jamaal U. Wright ............................ .Jacksonville, Florida 
Rene Villa ................ ................................. Miami, Florida Suvie Richardo Wynruit... ....... .... ..... .. .. Parkland, Florida 
Edwin Villanueva ........................... Dania Beach, Florida Joeseth Wynter.. ........................ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Martha Villar ............. ........................ .... Hialeah, Florida Meredith T. Young ....... .... ............ ...... .... Brea, California 
Alejandro Villibord ........ .. ... ...... ..... ... .... .. .. Miami, Florida Lucille E. Zamora .... ... ... ... ......... ... .... ...... .. Miami, Florida 
Roger A. Wahl .... .. ....... ..................... Woodstock, Georgia Marcelo A. Zamora ................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Ruth A. Wahl .................................... Woodstock, Georgia Khalil Zeinieh ..... ....... .... ... ..... ........ ..... .... Sunrise, Florida 
Carol Chung I. Wang ....... .... North Miami Beach, Florida Charles B. Zhang .. ....... .................... . Gainesville, Florida 
Karen L. Warner ..... ... ........ ............. .Jacksonville, Florida Melissa A. Zooberg ..... ........ ... .... ....... ....... Tampa, Florida 
Joanna E. Wedderburn .............. Pembroke Pines, Florida Abel A. Zulueta .................. ................... .... Miami, Florida 
Nicole S. Weir ... ............. ..... ..................... Miami, Florida 
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COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Val R. Adams ....... ....... ................... ...... ... ...... Alpine, Utah Daniel P. Carlson ............................ Champlin, Minnesota 
Manuel Aragones .............. ...... ... .. ...... Lauderhill, Florida Robert M. Durkin ......................................... Keene, Texas 
Carlos Mario Aristizabal... ... ... ... .... ... Boca Raton, Florida Stephen U. Egarievwe ....... ..... ........ .. Nashville, Tennessee 
Gregory J. Ballinger. ..... ..... .... ...... .... . Homestead, Florida John P. Gomes ............... .................. . Florissant, Missouri 
I 
Mervin S. Holmes .. ... .. ....... ......... .. Windsor Heights, Iowa Gilbert E. Leadbetter ............ .......... Glenn Allen, Virginia 
Gregory S. Horne .. ... ... .................. ... Cooper City, Florida Jack L. Mason ......... .......... ........... ........... . Elk Ridge, Utah 
Terry C. House ....... .... ......... ..... .. Raeford, North Carolina Syed Q. Raza .. .... ............ ...... ........ .... Talladega, Alabama 
Ismet M. Kamal ......... ......... ...... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Rene' A. Rodriguez ...... ............. ..... Toa Alta, Puerto Rico 
Hakan Kaya .... ... ...... .... ..... .. ... ........... ... Zonguldak, Turkey Orlin V . Stoev ......... ... ... .... .......... ...... Alpharetta, Georgia 
Denise L. Kingsley Joy .... .. ... ... .. ....... Fredonia, New York Sergey Vikhlyantsev ... ... ...... .. .... ... ........ A ventura, Florida 
Andrew C. LaBrunda ...... .. ............... Linthicum, Maryland Corey S. Wilson ...................... ..... ...... ... .. DeBary, Florida 
Javier E. Landazuri .. .... .. ............ ... ....... ... Sunrise, Florida 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Lakshmi Rajya Akella ......... ............ ....... . Sunrise, Florida Robert A. Kemerling ........................ ......... .... Mason, Ohio 
Juan Cantillo ..... ...... ... .... ....... ..... .......... ... .. Miami, Florida Lynn A. Krieger .... ........... ............. Jensen Beach, Florida 
Shawn D. Chesney ... .... ....... ... ...... ...... ...... Forest, Virginia Zixiong Lu .... ............... ......... .... .. .......... ..... Davie, Florida 
Joseph A. Darrow ... ....... ........... ...... ...... Richmond, Maine Sterlin V. McClain ..... .... .. .... ..... ... ... Apex, North Carolina 
Richard W. Dodd ........ ... ...... ....... ........ Dade City, Florida Octavio Ortiz ... ... .... .......... ... ... ....... San Juan, Puerto Rico 
Crystal C. Edge ........ ....... ....... ........ .Loris, South Carolina Miguel A. Pena ...... ... ...... ........ ........ ...... Brussels, Belgium 
Gilad Yisrael Field ..... .... .............. .... .Boca Raton, Florida Gregory E. Pierre .......... ......... ......... .. .... Albany, New York 
Glenda Gay ... ..... ... ... ........ ..... .... Christ Church, Barbados Gene R. Prather. ........... ... .... ..... ... ...... Everett, Washington 
Linghong Ge ........ ..... ....... ......... ... Overland Park, Kansas Khaliq Raza ......... .......... .. .. .. .... .... Wesley Chapel, Florida 
Marco A. Gonzalez ....... ....... .... ... .......... Miramar, Florida Marcelo Sakai .............. ...... ...... ....... ......... Weston, Florida 
Myscha L. Hargett ........ ...... .. .......... .. Lynchburg, Virginia Carol Shields ........... ....... ...... ............ .. Winona, Minnesota 
Damara J. Holtman .. .... ..... ......... .... ... .. Ft. Pierce, Florida Erica Torres ...... ............. ...... ...... ......... .. Miramar, Florida 
Daniel A. Kaltenbaugh ..... ..... ... .... APO, Military - Europe Kartik Viswanathan .............. Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION 
Patricia E. Boyd ... ......... ........ .. ..... APO, Military - Pacific Robert M. Leithiser. .... .. .................. . Wetumpka, Alabama 
Nancy L. Burkhart ... ..... ... .. ......... ...... ... Palmyra, Virginia David M. Lepage ...... .... ............ .. .. North Bridgton, Maine 
Stephen P. Burns ....... ... ....... .. ... ... .. Quartz Hill, California Robert D. Macholtz ................ ........ El Centro, California 
Aprill D. Crenshaw .. ..... .... ......... ............. Arlington, Texas Tangela P. Paul .................... .... ......... .... .... Miami, Florida 
Walterzene M. Dabney ... .... .. .......... Ann Arbor, Michigan Lorraine Sanford ................. .... ....... ........ Atlanta, Georgia 
Freddy H. Echeverria ............................. ..... Kihei, Hawaii Sharon L. Smith .................... ... .. .... ..... Palm City, Florida 
Dean Farwood ..... .................... .... .. San Rafael, California Brian K. Stokes ... .. ......... . Fort Washington, Pennsylvania 
Elesa R. Godfrey ....... ............. ..... ...... . Lauderhill, Florida Leith A. Taylor .. ...... ... .. ... .. ... ... ... ..... ...... Margate, Florida 
Susan M. Guerrant ..... .... ........ Louisburg, North Carolina Tony Vlachakis .. ...... .... .. ..... ................... .. Weston, Florida 
Fran Harris ........... ..... .... .... ..... .... Pembroke Park, Florida Eli 1. Weissman .. .. ........... ..... ... .... Parsippany, New Jersey 
Lesley-Jane T. Janisse .... .. St. Clair Bch, Ontario, Canada Lisa R. Wilk.. ... .. .. ... .... ........ ...... .......... ..... Tampa, Florida 
Shawn S. Johnson ... ...... ...... ...... ... ... ... Walkerton, Indiana Patricia A. Youngross ... .......... ...... Delray Beach, Florida 
Shannon B . Jones ....... ..... ..... ... ... .... ..... .. Ashland, Virginia 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Frino AIcenat ... ............. ............. . Minneapolis, Minnesota Parvez Anwardeen .. ..... ....... ...... ... Long Beach, California 
Nicola A. Anderson ...... ............... .... St. Andrew, Jamaica Julio Ricardo Arriaza .... ... ..... ................... . Miami, Florida 
Colin A. Ansine ..... ... ............... ..... ..... Carol City, Florida Muhammad Awais Azmat Bajwa .... Faisalabad, Pakistan 
Rodnev E. Banks ........ ... ...... .... . ············· Brandon, Florida 
Kenne~h B. Bankston .. ..... ... ..... ........ ..... Miramar, Florida 
Luis C. Ibarra ...... ...................... ......... .... .. . Miami, Florida 
Shoaib Ibrahim .................................... ..... . Miami, Florida 
Renu Batra .. .. .... ..... .... ..... ...... ... .... ... .. . Plantation, Florida Enael M. James ...... ..... ..................... ... .. Miramar, Florida 
Julia E. Besharat ....................................... Miami, Florida Robyn C. Jones ... .. .. .... .... .. .. ...... Deerfield Beach, Florida 
Ruth J. Bodden ... ... ...... ..... .. ... .... Pembroke Pines, Florida Pamela M. Kennedy .................... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Debra-Ann N. Brearley ... ... .. .... . Pembroke Pines, Florida Frank J. Kolb III ........ ....... ........ ....... Clinton, Connecticut 
Deborah E. Breining .... .. .... ... .. ...... ... .. Brighton, Colorado Matthew E. Krinsky ..... .......... .. .......... .. .... .. Davie, Florida 
Steve E. Bronsburg .. .. .... ... ... ....... ... Miami Beach, Florida James E. Kyle .. ..... .... ....... ............ ..... .. Merced, California 
George A. Brown .. .. .. ....... .. .... ... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Christina M. Bryk ... .. .. .... ............. . Coral Springs, Florida 
Claude A. Lacombe ..... .................. .... Plantation, Florida 
Joel W. Laird ........ ..... ........ ... ...... ... New Market, Alabama 
Michael J. Camero ...... .... .... .... .... .. . Coral Gables, Florida Brenda A. Lashley ... ....................... St. George, Barbados 
Malcom P. Cannon ... ... ..... ..... .... ... ... Sierra Vista, Arizona Mark D. Latchman .. ............... .... ....... Boca Raton, Florida 
Ricky D. Carraway ... .... ... ..... ......... ....... .. Margate, Florida Peggy J. Lau ........ ...... .. ...... ..... .... ... .... ...... Marion, Indiana 
Christopher Castellano ... .... .... ...... .. .... Plantation, Florida Anthony T. Lawton ......... ............ ...... .... Miramar, Florida 
Ashish Chaudhary .. ... ... .......... .. .... .. ......... Alberta, Canada Michael L. Lepage ............ ....... ...... ...... Willard, New York 
Golam R. Chowdhury ....................... . Hollywood, Florida Urell B. Livingston ..... ....... ............. ... .. Kingston, Jamaica 
Richard F. Chrisman ........ ...... Sterling Heights, Michigan Paul F. Makunzva ................. ... .. Durham, North Carolina 
Oliver B. Claude ...... ... ............. ........ ...... Atlanta, Georgia Fernando Martinez .... ... .. ...... .. .. ..... .. .. ... .... . Miami, Florida 
Judy L. Collier ..... ... ............ .. ... ... .... ...... Decatur, Georgia Lawrence Master.. ...................... ...... Cooper City, Florida 
Mauricio G. De Almeida .. ............ .. Miami Beach, Florida Aaron W. Mayfield ........... ..... .. Piedmont, South Carolina 
Rory K. Dutterer ....... .................. Reisterstown, Maryland Frank Murcia ....... ... ............. ..... ..... Key Biscayne, Florida 
Geo Eapen ................ ... ... ......... ......... Cooper City, Florida Prasad P. Parab ......... ... .... .. .... ..... .Jersey City, New Jersey 
Ehab Fathy Elgammal.. .... ............ .... Knoxville, Tennessee Giulianna P. Peri .......... ......... .. ...... Coral Springs, Florida 
Adeola O. Eluem ...... ... ................. ... .. . Plantation, Florida Damian Patreag Porter ...... ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Clifford O. Eluem ... ................. . Fort Lauderdale, Florida Norbert Pratts .................. .. ... ......... ... ..... . Deltona, Florida 
Arnold Erazo ..... ................... ................ ... . Weston, Florida Raquel Puente ................ ...... .. ...... Guaynabo, Puerto Rico 
Lucy T. Esquenazi ....... ...... ..... .... .. ....... . A ventura, Florida Veena R. Pulyala ......... ............................. Weston, Florida 
Kerry-Ann Michelle Fagan .. .. ... ..... ....... Miramar, Florida Rene Ramos ...................... ... ........... ..... ..... Miami, Florida ',I 
Christoph D. Flanders ............................ Phoenix, Arizona Smita Rao ............ .. ................ .... ........ . Springfield, Oregon 
Angela M. Florez ....... ...... ........ .. ...... ..... Tamarac, Florida Jonathan Reichental .. ............ ........... .. ... ... Tampa, Florida 
Shauna M. Flowers ..... ... ........ ..... ...... .... Miramar, Florida Jose Alejandro Rodriguez ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Samuel A. Fontes ...... .. ........... ... . Chattanooga, Tennessee Edward B. Rooney .... ...... ..... ... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Michele A. Forman .............. ......... ..... ...... Weston, Florida Anthony F. Ryan .... ................................... Miami, Florida 
Cleartilda M. Franklin ..... ............ ...... . Hollywood, Florida Chris N. Salazar ...................... ............ ... Canton, Georgia 
Andrea E. Gallo .... ............ .. .. .... ....... .. Plantation, Florida Alexandra S. Sampson .... ... ... ...... ... ...... . Decatur, Georgia 
Sonja D. Gardner-Clarke ................ ........ Sunrise, Florida Rodolfo Sanchez ........................ ... .. .. ... . Miramar, Florida 
Dory A. Gedeon .. ....... .............. ....... .... San Antonio, Texas Derek J. Sedlack ......................... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Gigi J. George .... ........ ....... ............ .. ..... .. .... Davie, Florida Marie E. Severe ............ .... .... .. West Palm Beach, Florida 
Samantha L. Gordon ..... ..... ........ ....... Homestead, Florida Luis Enrique Silva .............. ..... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Lawrence B. Granat ... ............. ....... ..... Merrick, New York Maushumi Marie Stypinski ............... .. Bartlett, Tennessee 
Anitra E. Grant... ..... .... .. ...... ...... ......... ...... . Miami, Florida Anjard SUlayman ........ ......... .. .. .... ... ..... .. ... Miami, Florida 
Charmaine Green .............................. Opa-Locka, Florida Cagri Tanyar .......... .... .. .. ...... ....... .. ... ..... .. Istanbul, Turkey 
Joseph W. Guillotte .... ....... ... .... .... Coral Springs, Florida Danny S. Torres ... ...... ..... ....... ..... ....... .... . Sunrise, Florida 
Kerry-Ann N. Hall .... ......... ...... ....... ..... . Miramar, Florida Paul M. Tuten ... ............. ............... .... ... .. .. Tampa, Florida 
Jennifer C. Halpern ......... .... ...... Pompano Beach, Florida Damian S. Velez ..... .................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Robert A. Harding .. ........ .. ....... ....... .... Plantation, Florida Wendy L. Weakley .............. .. ..... .. Coral Springs, Florida 
Mark F. Heike ................................... Lake Worth, Florida Crystal D. Williams .......... .. Jacksonville, North Carolina 
Alfred R. Willis .. .. .......... .. ...... ...... APO, Military - Europe Carol L. Yecies ...... .. ...... .. ......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Ting Xie ............................. ..... .. .... ...... .. ..... Davie, Florida 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences 
Conflict Analysis and Resolution 
Presented by HONG GANG YANG, Ph.D. 
JUDITH McKAY, Ph.D. 
Theresea Marie Abston .. Rancho Cucamonga, California Elisaveta Kokotanova .. .... .. ...... .. ................ Davie, Florida 
James R. Anderson, Jr. .... .... .. .. . Fort Lauderdale, Florida Theodore J. Lambros .... .. .......... .. New Jersey, New Jersey 
Samuel Yaw Appiah-Marfo .... ...... ............ Miami, Florida Yael Levi ........................................... Hollywood, Florida 
Jodie M. Berman .......... .... .... ...... ........ Hollywood, Florida Iliana Levy .. .................... .. ...... .. ................ Miami, Florida 
Deborah C. Carrari ...... .. .......... .... .. .... ....... Weston, Florida Carlos London .......... .................... .. North Miami, Florida 
Dawn H. Clineman .. ........ .. .. .. ...... .... .... .... . Jupiter, Florida Joanna M. Luiso .. .. ........ .. .. .. ...... .. .. .... Boca Raton, Florida 
Katherine B. Collins ...... .............. ... North Miami, Florida Terrie A. McCants .......... .... ...... .... .. ... Manhattan, Kansas 
Aymee Comas-Diaz .. ........ .... .... Pembroke Pines, Florida Hannah V. McLellan .. .. .. .... .... .... .... .. .... .. Boothbay, Maine 
Sharon H. Crane .............. .. .................. . Sebastian, Florida Janet C. Mueller .. .. ...... .. ........ ........ ... Yellow Springs, Ohio 
Kelli E. Echagarrua ........................... Boca Raton, Florida Eileen J. Dorsett Nicholson ................ Hollywood, Florida 
Denese K. Edsall .. .. .. ................ .. .. .... .. Hollywood, Florida Denise A. Palazzo .. ................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Heidi M. Ehmsen ............................................ Tiffin, Iowa Bonita G. Para .... .... ........................ Richland, Washington 
Imani Abebi Fredricks-Lowman ................ Davie, Florida Kristie J. Redfering ............................... Seminole, Florida 
Spencer L. Gaines .... .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .............. .. Davie, Florida Amy M. A. Roberts .. .... .. ...... .. ...... .... .. ... Auburn, Alabama 
Sam M. Gross .......... .. ...... .. ........ ...... . Boca Raton, Florida Jamie L. Royal ........ ........................ .Jacksonville, Florida 
Toran Jay Hansen .......................... San Rafael, California Ahmad R. Sims ...... .. ...... .. .. .... . West Palm Beach, Florida 
Joceline A. Height.. .. ........ .. .............. .. .... Orlando, Florida Josie Toussaint.. .................. .... .................. Miami, Florida 
Janice A. Jary ........ .. .................... Wilton Manors, Florida Helen E. Varouhas ............ ............ .. .. ............... Bath, Ohio 
Courtney D. Jeffries .. ................ .... .... .. .. McLean, Virginia Tawanda Shamekia Young .................. ..... Miami, Florida 
Nirina C. Kiplagat.. .................................... Davie, Florida Amanda Marie younger .. .......... .. .. .... Gainesville, Florida 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences 
Family Therapy 
Presented by HONGGANG YANG, Ph.D. 
TOMMIE BOYD, Ph.D. 
Sherley Alexandre .. ...................... .. . North Miami, Florida Christopher A. Brooks .. .. .. .. .. .......... ... Lauderhill, Florida 
Susan V. Block .. .. ...... .. .......... .. .. .. .... .. Plantation, Florida Jennifer D. Cannon .. .. .. ...... ...... .. .......... .. . Sunrise, Florida 
Ilsa V. Comte ............ ...... .............. Miami Shores, Florida Luann Liriano ............ .. ............................. Miami, Florida 
Lisa J. Costantino ...... ...... .. .......... . Warwick, Rhode Island Eduardo J. Marrero ...... .... .. .......... .. .. ...... .... Davie, Florida 
Yadira F. De la Rosa .......... ........ .. .. .. .... ..... Miami, Florida Barbara Y. Padron .. .. .... .... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. ... Hialeah, Florida 
Nathalie Duque ............................... Miami Lakes, Florida Maud B. Pasquet.. ................................. Miramar, Florida 
Maria E. Faciolince .. ............ .... .. .... Key Biscayne, Florida Karen D. Rais ........ .. ...................... Golden Beach, Florida 
Alison B. Filler .... .......... .......... . Fort Lauderdale, Florida Cynthia L. Rebholz .. ........................ .. ...... Weston, Florida 
Natalie Fouron ...................... .. .... .. Coral Springs, Florida Keri Reisman .. .... .. .. ............ .. .... .. .. .... Plainwell, Michigan 
Tyon L. Hall ........ ...... .................... . Orange Park, Florida Vanina Rosen ....... ............... ........ .. .... . Hollywood, Florida 
Barbara Hiskin .. .... .................... ............ Aventura, Florida Roderick Aaron Runion ............ ..... Orange Park, Florida 
CarJyn Jacques .................... ...... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Michelle D. Seals .. .. .... .. ...... .... .. .. .. .. ... Plantation, Florida 
Robert W. Kerns .. ..................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Jennifer L. Spong .............. .. .......... Delray Beach, Florida 
Katherine E. Lemieux .... ............. Coconut Creek, Florida Maria Eugenia Torres-Gregory ...... .. .... Parkland, Florida 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Oceanographic Center 
Presented by RICHARD E. DODGE, Ph.D. 
ANDREW ROGERSON, Ph.D. 
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT 
Matthew J. Brosious .... .... .......... .............. Tampa, Florida John P. O'Sullivan ..................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Nicolle M. Cushion ........ ............ ........ . Woodridge, Illinois Adriana Sanchez-Gomez ........... Pembroke Pines. Florida 
Ronald Lauck .. .. .. .. .. ........ ........ Franklin Park, New Jersey 
MARINE BIOLOGY 
Corinne L. Annunziata .. .. .......... ......... Plantation. Florida Christa J. Jewett .............. .. ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Alicia Beltran ........ .......... .. .. ............... Lauderhill. Florida Lance B. Jordan ........................ Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 
Megan E. Berkle .. .... ........ .... .. ............. Marathon. Florida Erik W. Neugaard ........ .. .................. Cooper City, Florida 
Courtney B. Campbell .... ...... ......... Dania Beach, Florida Kara L. Nowosielski .. ...... ......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Constantine A. Chigounis ......... Fort Lauderdale. Florida Dorothy Ellen Abigail Renegar ................. Dania. Florida 
Angela D. Gauthier .. .......... .. .. ... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Kevin L. Rowe ...... .. ...... .... ................ .. .... Seabrook, Texas 
Renee Geithner .... .. .. ........ ..... West Hempstead, New York Jennifer T. Scharnitz .. .. ................ .............. Davie, Florida 
Aaron J. Hartz .. .... .. ........ .. .. .. .............. .. ..... Dalias. Oregon Sara E. Thanner ........ ...................... North Miami, Florida 
Richard L. Hubbard ...... .............. ... Dania Beach, Florida Herman H. Wirshing .. ........ .. .. ................ .. . Miami. Florida 
MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
Ali P. Miller ........ .......... ..... ......... ...... .... .. .... .... ... ......... ...... .............. ................ ... ...... ..................... ... ....... ...... Miami. Florida 
Christopher L. Owen .... ....... ... ....... ..... .... ...... ......... ... .... .................. ........ ............... .. .. .. .... ... .. ........ . Fort Lauderdale. Florida 
Ali M . Qasem .............. ........... .... .. .... ......... .... .... .......... ..... ..... ........ ............... ... ... ....................... .. ... ..... ......... Houston. Texas 
MARINE BIOLOGY AND COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT 
Michelle G. Cho ... .. ...... ............. ... .... New York, New York Elizabeth G. Fahy ...... .. .. ... .. .......... ... .. Hollywood, Florida 
Jessica A. Craft ....... ...... ... .......... .... Dania Beach, Florida Austin R. Ives ...... .... .. .......... ... .. .... ... Alexandria, Virginia 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Criminal Justice Institute 
Presented by FRANK A. DE PIANO, Ph.D. 
Angela D. Alden ...... ........ ............ ..... Gainesville, Florida Peter Madsen .... .... ... .......... ........ .... .... .. San Angelo, Texas 
Carlie L. Alvare ...... .. ..... ...... ... ...... ........ ... Tampa, Florida Anthony B. Miller.. ....................... . Lehigh Acres, Florida 
Madeline R. Armenta .... ....... ....... .... ... . Riverview, Florida Helen A. Murray ... .. .... ... ..... ...... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Michelle M. Augustine .... .......... ....... ...... .. Miami, Florida Diane Yvette Ocampo .... .. ........ ... .......... .. .. . Davie, Florida 
Karllena K. Bannister ........ .. ... ...... Miami Shores, Florida Edwin Pagan .. ... ........ ..... .... ..... ...... ....... ..... Miami, Florida 
Mamie J. Bartolo-Yensen ...... ...... ..... ... ..... Flushing, Ohio Gregory Prine ... ...... ..... .. ....... ... ...... ... Cooper City, Florida 
Jeremie O. Bianes ......... .. ...... Fort Washington, Maryland Stephen L. Rayle ..... .... .. ... ... ...... ...... ....... Orlando, Florida 
Denise A. Brown ........... ................... .. Ypsilanti, Michigan Mariely Ordonez Riba .... ... .. ..... .... ...... ... .. . Miami, Florida 
John J. Burek III .. .... ... .... ... .......... .... .... Lakeland, Florida Michael Troy Roberson ......... Royal Palm Beach, Florida 
Ioana Ciulian-Spirache ..... ...... .. . Pompano Beach, Florida LaWanka Roberts ........ .. ..... ... ..... Winter Garden, Florida 
Danielle M. Day ........... .... ...... ...... .......... Orlando, Florida Darla Sauers .......... ...... ...... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 
Eiliana De La Rosa .. .......... ....... Pembroke Pines, Florida Michael Septer .... .. ..... .. ...... .... .. Langhorne, Pennsylvania 
John M. Gaspar.. .. ...... ........ ......... Ormond Beach, Florida Kevin Smith ..... ............ ...... ........ .... Punta Gorda, Florida 
Laura Kristen Grunas .... ....... .... ... .. ..... Plantation, Florida Debryl R. Stephens ... ...... ..... ....... ........ .. Miramar, Florida 
Virginia E. Jones ... .. ...... .............. Coconut Creek, Florida Jamison R. Underwood .. ....... .... ............ Springboro, Ohio 
Sandy M. Loubriel ..... .......... .... .... ... ... .... .. . Miami, Florida Shileatha Y. Washington .. ... ............. . Gainesville, Florida 
Ronald G. Assaf 
Michael Bienes 
Rick Case 
Andrew J. DiBattista 
Linda L. Gill 
Norma Horvitz 
H. Wayne Huizenga 
Lori Baumwell 
Hamilton C. Forman 
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CENTER FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES 
RONALD LEV ANT, Ed.D. 
Dean and Professor 
NATHAN AZRIN, Ph.D. 
Professor 
WILLIAM J. BURNS, Ph.D. 
Professor 
STEPHEN CAMPBELL, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
RALPH E. (GENE) CASH, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
FRANK A. De PIANO, Ph.D. 
Professor 
WILLIAM DORFMAN, Ph.D. 
Professor 
JAN FAUST, Ph.D. 
Professor 
ANA IMIA FINS, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
STEVEN N. GOLD, Ph.D. 
Professor 
CHARLES GOLDEN, Ph.D. 
Professor 
ALAN D. KATELL, Ph.D. 
Professor 
WILLIAM KELLEHER, Ph.D. 
Professor 
JEFFREY L. KIBLER, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
STACEY LAMBERT, Psy.D. 
Assistant Professor 
ROBERT LANE, Ph.D. 
Professor 
JOHN LEWIS, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
WILEY MITTENBERG, Ph.D. 
Professor 
DOlL D. MONTGOMERY, Ph.D. 
Professor 
TIMOTHY MORAGNE, Psy.D. 
Professor 
HELEN ORV ASCHEL, Ph.D. 
Professor 
BADY QUINT AR, Ph.D. 
Professor 
DAVID REITMAN, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
LEO J. REYNA, Ph.D. 
Professor Emeritus 
BARRY A. SCHNEIDER, Ph.D. 
Professor 
ALFRED H. SELLERS, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
A. EUGENE SHAPIRO, Ph.D. 
Professor 
DAVID SHAPIRO, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
EDWARD R. SIMCO, Ph.D. 
Professor 
LINDA SOBELL, Ph.D. 
Professor 
MARK SOBELL, Ph.D. 
Professor 
SARAH VALLEY-GRAY, Psy.D. 
Assistant Professor 
VINCENT ~ . VAN HASSELT, Ph.D. 
Professor 
ANGELA WAGUESPACK, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
LENORE WALKER, Ed.D. 
Professor 
ROBERT WEITZ, Ph.D., Psy.D 
Professor Emeritus 
H. WAYNE HUIZENGA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
ADMINISTRATION 
RANDOLPH A. POHLMAN, Ph.D. 
Dean 
J. PRESTON JONES, D.B.A. 
Associate Dean 
STEVE HARVEY, M.B.A. 
Director, M.B.A ., M.I.B.A, M.P.A, M.S. Programs 
WALTER MOORE, Ph.D. 
Director, Master of Accounting Program 
KRISTIE TETRAULT, M.B.A 
Director, Doctoral Programs 
FACULTY 
REBECCA ABRAHAM, D.B.A. 
Associate Professor, Finance 
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Professor, Marketing 
GEORGE ALEXAKIS, Ed.D. 
Lecturer, Business Administration 
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Assistant Professor, Finance 
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Full Professor, Management 
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Associate Professor, Organizational 
Behavior 
ROBERT A. BERG, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor, Strategic Planning 
CHARLES W. BLACKWELL, D.P.A. 
Associate Professor, Management 
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Associate Professor, Management Information 
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FRANKJ. CAVICO, J.D., LL.M. 
Professor. Business Law and Ethics 
RUTH CLARKE, Ph.D . . 
Associate Professor, InternatIOnal 
Business Administration 
CHARLES D. COLLIVER, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor, Finance 
BARBARA R. DASTOOR, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor, Human Resource 
Management 
JAMES D. DEAN, M.A. , c.P.A. 
Lecturer, Finance 
ROBERT DEMICHIELL, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor, Management Information 
Systems 
PETER T. DiPAOLO, D.B.A. 
Assistant Professor, Business Administration 
LISA A . FERGUSON, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor, Business 
GARETH S. GARDINER, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor, Management 
LUCIELLE S. GENDUSO, Ed.S 
Assistant Professor, Financial Accounting 
JANE W. GIBSON, D.B.A. 
Professor, Management 
CHARLES W. HARRINGTON, M.A. 
Lecturer, Business Administration 
WILLIAM J. HARRINGTON, Ed.D. 
Full Professor, Management 
JUDITH A. HARRIS, D.B.A. 
Associate Professor, Accounting 
MICKI E. JOHNSON, M.B.A. 
Lecturer, Business Administration 
WILLIAM C. JOHNSON, Ph.D. 
Professor, Marketing 
TERRELL G. MANY AK, Ph.D. 
Professor, Business Management 
TIMOTHY O. McCARTNEY, Psy.D. 
Professor, Organizational Behavior 
BAHAUDIN G. MUJTABA, D.B.A. 
Assistant Professor, Management 
RONALD E. NEEDLEMAN, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor, Economics 
ORDEAN G. OLSON, D.B.A. 
Associate Professor, Business Administration 
PEDRO F. PELLET, Ph.D. 
Professor, Economics 
JACK PINKOWSKI, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor, Public Administration 
ALAN R. PLATT, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor, Business Administration 
ROBERT C. PREZIOSI, D.P.A 
Professpr, Management Education 
ROBERT J. SELLANI, D.B.A. 
Assistant Professor, Management 
JOHN T. SENNETT!, Ph.D. 
Professor, Accounting 
BELA Y SEYOUM, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor, International Business 
RANDI L. SIMS, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor, Business Administration 
LESLIE TWOROGER, D.B.A. 
Lecturer, Management 
THOMAS M. TWOROGER, D.B.A. 
Lecturer, Management 
ARTHUR J. WEINSTEIN, Ph.D. 
Professor, Marketing 
PAN G. YATRAKlS, Ph.D. 
Professor, Economics 
PROFESSOR EMERITUS 
DANIEL L. AUSTIN, Ph.D. 
Professor, Management 
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF 
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Professor, Leadership Studies 
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INFORMATION SCIENCES 
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Dean and Professor 
ERIC S. ACKERMAN, Ph.D. 
Director, Graduate Programs 
CANDY FISH, M.S. 
Director, Operations 
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Director, Admissions 
MARK POWELL, M.S. 
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GERTRUDE W. ABRAMSON, Ed.D. 
Professor 
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MAXINE S. COHEN, Ph.D. 
Professor 
LAURIE P. DRINGUS, Ph.D. 
Professor 
TIMOTHY J. ELLIS, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
GEORGE K. FORNSHELL, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
WILLIAM L. HAFNER, Ph.D. 
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WILLIAM M. HARTMAN, Ph.D. 
Lecturer 
MICHAEL J. LASZLO, Ph.D. 
Professor 
YAIR LEVY, Ph.D. 
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MARLYN KEMPER LITTMAN, Ph.D. 
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Visiting Professor 
EASW AR NYSHADHAM, Ph.D. 
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FRANK MITROPOULOS, Ph.D. 
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SUMITRA MUKHERJEE, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
JOHN SCIGLIANO, Ed.D. 
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AMON SEAGULL, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
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Associate Professor 
JUNPING SUN, Ph.D. 
Professor 
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Professor 
LING WANG, Ph.D. 
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HONGGANG YANG, Ph.D. 
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Associate Professor 
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ACADEMIC ATTIRE 
Ceremonial garments worn at academic functions take their meaning from the original centers oflearning 
of the Western world in the church of the Middle Ages. Caps, hoods, and gowns of the early students and 
monks have been held through the centuries to be traditionally symbolic of the scholarly devotion so basic 
to education and to the deliberate and orderly evolution of knowledge. 
The introduction of classical studies, the gradual rise of the great uni versities across Europe, and the ever-
increasing awareness of the decisive role of education in the entire development of civilization influenced 
leaders among academicians in their desire for a singular identity. In the attempt to create this 
differentiation, educators fell upon the medieval system of classic heraldry, whereby the coat of arms, 
assorted ornamental trappings, and patterns of colorful design had been adopted to denote the distinctive 
character of designated chivalric orders. The function of pedagogical heraldry became, then, simply 
identification. As such, measures were taken to signify through distinctive markings on the academicians' 
attire the institution that had granted the degree, the field of learning in which the degree had been earned, 
and the level of the degree: bachelor, master, or doctorate. 
Of the three pieces of academic attire-the cap, the gown, and the hood-it is the hood that offers the 
most abundant and most readily discernable information about its owner. The inner lining of the hood 
identifies the institution at which the individual earned the degree. Some schools have adopted two-color 
patterns and introduced chevrons and bars in various designs to set themselves apart from other 
institutions. The velvet trim bordering the hood indicates the major field of learning, or faculty, in which 
the degree has been earned. The list at the conclusion of this section will explain this relationship. A 
final feature of the hood concerns its length and width and distinguishes further between holders of 
bachelor's, master's, and doctoral degrees. The length of the hood for the bachelor's degree is three feet, 
closed at the bottom, and the velvet border is two inches. At Nova Southeastern University, individuals 
receiving a bachelor's degree do not wear a hood. A master's degree holder has a hood three and one-
half feet in length with a three-inch wide border, and is slit at the bottom. Those individuals with a 
doctoral degree wear a hood four feet in length, open at the bottom, with a five-inch border. The gown is 
usually black in color, but some American universities have adopted distinctive colors for their robes. 
The cut of the gown aids in differentiating between the three levels of degrees. The bachelor's gown is 
relatively simple and falls in straight lines from an elaborate yoke. It may be recognized most readily by 
the long, pointed sleeves. The master's gown is somewhat fuller and bears no adornment. The sleeves 
are oblong in shape and open at the wrist, with the rear part of the oblong square cut while the front edge 
has a cutaway arc. The doctor's gown is more elaborate, with velvet panels down the front and around 
the neck of the garment. The sleeves are bell-shaped at the end and have three bars of the same material 
as the front panels at the upper portion of the arm. It is cut rather fully and may be ornamental in color. 
The mortarboard or Oxford-type cap has been adopted throughout most universities in the United States, 
although tams have become increasingly fashionable to denote holders of the doctoral degree. Colored 
tassels are usually worn by holders of the bachelor's and master's degrees. These denote the field of 
learning. 
The color, indeed the flamboyance, of academic dress undoubtedly adds to the sense of occasion at 
academic ceremonies. But as its historical roots show, it has a much deeper significance. It is an outward 
si n of the universality of universities, o~ thei.r responsibility fo.r cert~in ~i~eless values es.sential to t~e 
f g dom of inquiry: tolerance of alternatIve vIews and courage III mallltallllllg one's own tIrelessness III 
~ee pursuit of truth and the free exchange of knowledge. It marks also the responsibility of the new 
t r~duate to maintain and uphold these ideals. These fundamen~als of academic freedom have no.t been 
fhreatened in this country for more .than .200 years, but the Importance attached to the wearIng of 
traditional academic dress was underhned III recent years by scholars from Central and Eastern Europe; 
during the Cold War, their wearing of academic robes became a symbol of their refusal to be dominated 
completely by political f?rces and the ~tate, and of their persistent !inks to the .worldwid.e community of 
scholars. Thus, the wearIng of academIC dress should be seen not SImply as a sign of achIevement, but as 
a symbol of the responsibility that falls on all members of universities. 
ACCOUNTANCY, BUSINESS ... ... .... ..... ........ . Drab 
AGRICULTURE .. ..... . ........... . .. ... ....... . ..... .... Maize 
ARCHITECTURE ... ...... . .. .. ........ .... .. . .. . Blue Violet 
ARTS, LETTERS, HUMANITIES .... .... .. .... ..... White 
DENTISTRy .. .. . ... .... . ... .. . ... ....... .. ... ...... ........ Lilac 
ECONOMICS .... . ... .......... . .... . . ... .. . . . . ... ...... Copper 
EDUCATION .. .. .... ... .. .. .... .. . .. . ..... ...... .. Light Blue 
ENGINEERING ... .. .. . .. . .. ... ...... .... ... ....... .. .. Orange 
FINE ARTS .. ..... ... .. . ... .... .. . ... ... ..... .... .... .... Brown 
FORESTRY . .. .. .. ..... .... .. ........ .. .... ...... .. ........ Russet 
JOURNALISM .. ... ... ..... ........ ..... . . . .. ... ...... Crimson 
LAW ..... .. ... .. ....... . . .. .... .. .......... ... ........ ..... . Purple 
L IBRARY SCIENCE ....... ... ......... ..... . .. .... .... Lemon 
M EDICINE .... . . .. ...... .... ................ ...... ........ Green 
MUSIC .. ................ ..... .... .. .... .. .. ............ . . ... .. Pink 
NURSING .. .......... ..... ...... .. . ... .. ... ...... .. .. . . .. Apricot 
OPTOMETRY ..... ... ..... ..... .. ... .... . Sea Foam Green 
ORATORY (SPEECH) .... . ... .... ...... ..... . Silver Gray 
PHARMACy .. ... .... .............. ... ... . .. .... Olive Green 
PHILOSOPHy ........ .... ... .. ......•.............. Dark Blue 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION .. ...... . .. . . . .... . . Sage Green 
PODIATRY CHIROPODy .... ... .. .. ... ... .... Nile Green 
PSYCHOLOGY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Golden Yellow 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, 
INCLUDING FOREIGN SERVICE .... Peacock Blue 
PUBLIC HEALTH ............ ......... . . . ... . Salmon Pink 
SCIENCE ...... ........ ........ . . . .. .. ........ Golden Yellow 
SOCIAL SCIENCE ...... ..... . .... .. . .. .. ... . ... . . . .. . . . Cream 
SOCIAL WORK ... .. ... .. .... ..... ..... ....... . .. ....... Citron 
THEOLOGY .. . ... ....... . .. .. .. ... ... .. ....... . . . ... . ... Scarlet 
VETERINARY SCIENCE ........ ....... ..... ...... . . .. . Gray 
Honors: Green and yellow cords are worn by members of the Sigma Beta Delta 
International Honor Society for Business Management and Administration. 
Blue and gold cords are worn by members of the Pi Alpha Alpha National 
Honor Society for Public Affairs and Administration. 
Honor medallions attached to a blue and gold ribbon are also worn by Pi 
Alpha Alpha. 
PROCESSIONAL BANNERS ( GONFALONS) 
The gonfalon, a banner that hangs from a crosspiece or frame, originated in the medieval republics of 
Italy as an ensign of state or office. Gonfalons have been adopted in many universities around the world 
as college or institutional insignias, and many use them to identify and lead colleges and schools within 
the university in academic procession. The gonfalons represent the university and the various academic 
divisions of Nova Southeastern University. 
MACE 
During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle and also was displayed as a symbol 
to command order during royal gatherings, religious ceremonies, and university classes. As newer and 
more powerful military arms were created, however, the mace progressed into a symbol of authority and 
today is frequently used to lead religious and academic processions. 
The mace was originally a wooden staff carried by royal messengers as a symbol to preserve order and 
usher royal functions. The early wooden staff of such royal messengers or lead ushers of ceremonial 
processions was transformed in the 14th century into an elaborate sterling silver mace. Eventually, in the 
15th century, it evolved into a symbol of academic excellence and dignity. 
THE NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY MACE 
Before its merger in 1994 with Southeastern University of the Health Sciences, Nova University's mace 
bore a sterling silver "nova star" symbolizing the university's name and mission. Symbolically, Nova 
University's "nova star" burned brightly, providing educational enlightenment to the world. Today, a new 
sterling silver mace highlights the past, present, and future through the inclusion of the original "nova 
star" representing the university's past, surrounding the NSU seal. When not in official use, the mace is 
displayed in the rotunda of the William and Norma Horvitz Administration Building. 
In Latin, nova means new or innovative. Nova Southeastern University was created to be an innovative 
educational institution-to take the best oftraditional education from the past and mold it to fit the needs 
of students for today and tomorrow. 

